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SCIENCE

Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structures
of an anti-measles antibody reveal its therapeutic
potential by blocking the virus’s fusion process, a
new study reports. The work paves the way for
the next generation of measles virus therapeutics
and illuminates a mechanism that may be shared
by antibodies against other viral pathogens. The
structures generated by the researchers also
revealed an important epitope that may provide
a new druggable target for MeV as well as other
paramyxoviruses like mumps.

Anti-measles antibody
prevents viral fusion: study 

By mapping out the landscape of proteins in
cerebrospinal �uid, researchers have discovered
potential markers of Alzheimer’s disease that
appear as many as 20 years before symptoms.
The scientists generated a robust map of protein
activity, consisting of 34 “modules”. They
identi�ed three that correlated with disease and
with the genetic risk factor APOE-e4. Also, shifts
in these modules in blood samples were linked to
a risk of dementia more than 20 years before the
patient was diagnosed. 

Proteins in cerebrospinal �uid
o�er markers of Alzheimer’s

Scientists show that a new antibody therapy for
COVID-19 can neutralise the Omicron strain of
SARS-CoV-2 in hamsters and is safe in humans,
according to their research. The antibody
(AZD3152) could provide an additional layer of
protection to vulnerable groups at risk of severe
COVID-19. The antibody binds to the back “left
shoulder” of the receptor binding domain on the
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, and is designed to be
more potent against emerging variants.

Antibody shields hamsters
from SARS-CoV-2 variants

SNAPSHOTS
�

Can meteorite strikes
cause quakes on Mars?

Using seismic data,
researchers have derived
the �rst estimate of global
meteorite impacts on
Mars. Their �ndings
indicate that 280 to 360
meteorites strike the
planet each year, forming
impact craters greater than
26 feet across. Using data
from the seismometer
deployed during the NASA
InSight Mission to Mars,
researchers found that six
seismic events recorded
near the station had been
previously identi�ed as
meteoric impacts. Now,
researchers have found
that these six seismic
events belong to a much
larger group of

marsquakes, so called very
high frequency events. The
source process of these
quakes occurs much faster
than for a tectonic
marsquake of similar size.
Where a normal
magnitude 3-quake on
Mars takes several
seconds, an
impact-generated event of
the same size takes only
0.2 seconds or less, due to
the hypervelocity of the
collision. By analysing
marsquake spectra, a
further 80 marsquakes
were identi�ed that are
now thought to be caused
by meteoroid strikes. 

Question Corner

Marsquakes

Readers may send their questions /
answers to
questioncorner@thehindu.co.in

A more accurate way to
scan for tuberculosis has
been developed by re-
searcher based in the U.K.
and the U.S. using positron
emission tomography
(PET).

The team has developed
a new radiotracer, which is
taken up by live TB bacte-
ria in the body. Radiotrac-
ers are radioactive com-
pounds which give o�

radiation that can be de-
tected by scanners and
turned into a 3D image.
The new radiotracer,
called FDT, enables PET
scans to be used for the
�rst time to accurately pin-
point when and where the
disease is still active in a
patient’s lungs.

The researchers have
put the new radiotracer
through extensive pre-clin-
ical trials with no adverse
e�ects and it is now ready

to go into Phase I trials in
humans. The study has
been published in the jour-
nal Nature
Communications.

Currently, two methods
exist for TB diagnosis: test-
ing for the TB bacteria in a
patient’s sputum using
smear microscopy or a mo-
lecular test. The other is
the use of a PET scan to
look for signs of in�amma-
tion in the lung, using the
common radiotracer FDG.

While a sputum test can
show a negative long be-
fore the disease has been
fully treated in the lungs,
which could result in pa-
tients �nishing treatment
too early, scanning for in-
�ammation can be helpful
in seeing the extent of the
disease, but it is not specif-
ic to TB, as in�ammation
can be caused by other
conditions. In�ammation
can also persist in the lung
after the TB bacteria has

been eliminated, leading to
treatment continuing lon-
ger than necessary.

The new approach de-
veloped by the researchers
is more speci�c as it uses a
carbohydrate that is only
processed by the TB bacte-
ria. A key advantage of the
new approach is that it on-
ly requires a hospital to
have standard radiation
control and PET scanners,
which are becoming more
available throughout the

world. The new molecule
is created from FDG using
a simple process involving
enzymes developed by the
research team. This means
it can be produced without
specialist expertise or labo-
ratories and so would be a
viable option in low- and
middle-income countries
with less developed health-
care systems. These coun-
tries currently see over
80% of global TB cases and
deaths from the disease.

Speci�c PET scan for TB for more e�ective treatment 
The Hindu Bureau

A
recent case of
Zika virus infec-
tion in Pune has
renewed con-

cerns about India’s prepa-
redness for diagnosing
emerging infectious diseas-
es. After experiencing
symptoms like fever and
rashes, the 46-year-old
doctor was hospitalised
and diagnosed with Zika vi-
rus infection after his sam-
ples were sent for testing to
the apex virology institute.
Subsequent testing of his
family members revealed
that his 15-year-old daught-
er was also infected. This is
not the �rst time Zika has
been identi�ed in India.
Cases have been identi�ed
in multiple States in India
in the past, with larger out-
breaks occurring in Kerala
and Uttar Pradesh as re-
cently as 2021.

Zika virus is a mosquito-
borne pathogen belonging
to the �avivirus family of
viruses which also includes
dengue. Clinical symptoms
of Zika infection in many
cases could be mild and in-
distinguishable from other
infectious diseases includ-
ing dengue. However, for
pregnant women, the Zika
virus poses a signi�cant
risk as it can be transmit-
ted from mother to child,
potentially leading to mi-
crocephaly in the
o�spring.

Due to climate change,
it is not surprising that
multiple dengue outbreaks
are making headlines. The
same vectors that spread
dengue could also spread
Zika. However, India’s lack
of signi�cant Zika surveil-
lance means we might nev-
er fully understand its

spread. In March 2023,
CDSCO, India’s apex organ-
isation for diagnostic ap-
provals, con�rmed that
there is no approved diag-
nostic test for Zika. This
limitation hinders our abil-
ity to diagnose Zika, rely-
ing only on classical symp-
toms and high clinical
suspicion, making it com-
plex as we see a concur-
rent upsurge in dengue
cases across the country.
Surveillance by ICMR on
Aedes mosquitoes showed
Zika virus positivity follo-
wing human cases, indicat-
ing that many cases are
likely being missed. Zika is
not an isolated case. A case
of avian in�uenza A/H5N1
was recently reported from
Australia in a child who
had traveled to India, hint-
ing at more undetected in-
fections. Despite multiple
avian in�uenza outbreaks

in India this year a�ecting
poultry, and an ongoing
outbreak in Kerala, human
testing and surveillance
have remained limited.
This is partially com-
pounded by the lack of
widely available diagnostic
tests and over-reliance on a
few apex institutes.

Consider the case of the
Nipah virus, which has
seen multiple outbreaks in
Kerala. India has expe-
rienced several Nipah virus
outbreaks, notably in West
Bengal (2001 and 2007)
and Kerala (2018, 2021, and
2023). In Kerala, identi�ca-
tion of the virus relied hea-
vily on clinical suspicion.
Some cases were indeed
missed during initial ad-
missions due to the lack of
routine testing. Rapid iden-
ti�cation and isolation of
cases, contact tracing, and
targeted screening of con-

tacts are key to the e�ec-
tive containment of Nipah
outbreaks.

While many countries
grant emergency appro-
vals for diagnostics based
on synthetic genomic ma-
terial, India requires vali-
dation on clinical samples,
which are not readily ac-
cessible. These limitations
hamper rapid develop-
ment. Although there have
been multiple publications
on Zika and Nipah out-
breaks over many years
now, the genomes from
these outbreaks are still
not rapidly released in pu-
blic repositories. For exam-
ple, the Nipah virus ge-
nome from the 2023
outbreak in Kerala was on-
ly released last month.
Even with ongoing avian
in�uenza outbreaks in
multiple States, we do not
yet have the whole genome

sequences available in GI-
SAID, the primary reposi-
tory for in�uenza sequenc-
es, hampering our
understanding of the dis-
ease and spread and more
importantly, our ability to
rapidly develop and de-
ploy diagnostics.

During the COVID-19
pandemic, India swiftly ex-
panded its testing infras-
tructure by rapidly decen-
tralising and leveraging the
existing network of hospi-
tals, medical colleges, and
private laboratories nation-
wide and tapping into the
industry with a systematic
approach for approvals of
diagnostic tests making
diagnostics widely availa-
ble and accessible. The ex-
perience gained from the
COVID-19 pandemic can be
a stepping stone for im-
proving testing capacities
for other emerging
diseases.

By decentralising testing
facilities particularly at the
district and sub-district le-
vels, and developing acces-
sible and a�ordable diag-
nostic tests for Zika, Nipah,
avian in�uenza, and many
more emerging infectious
diseases, India can ensure
a more e�ective response
to future outbreaks. There
has never been a better
time to swiftly establish a
decentralised system for
diagnostics, genomic sur-
veillance, and data sharing
to enable preparedness
and public health response
to emerging infectious
diseases.

(Bani Jolly is a senior
scientist at Karkinos Health-
care, and Vinod Scaria is a
senior consultant at Vish-
wanath Cancer Care Foun-
dation and Adjunct Profes-
sor at IIT Kanpur and DY
Patil Vidyapeeth)

India lacks diagnostic tests for
emerging infectious diseases 

Bani Jolly
Vinod Scaria

Zika virus is a mosquito-borne pathogen belonging to the �avivirus family of viruses which also includes dengue; India’s

lack of signi�cant Zika surveillance means we might never fully understand its spread

Researchers at the Institute
for Stem Cell Science and
Regenerative Medicine (in-
Stem), in Bengaluru have
developed an anti-insecti-
cide fabric that e�ectively
neutralises organophos-
phate-based pesticides. In
an earlier work published
about six years ago, the
team had developed a gel
for topical dermal applica-
tion to deactivate the pesti-
cides. But considering that
compliance might be poor,
the researchers looked at
another alternative that is
as e�ective in deactivating
the insecticide but at the
same time does not reduce
compliance.

When esters present in
organophosphate-based
pesticides enter the body
they bind and inhibit an
enzyme (acetylcholineste-
rase or AChE) critical for
neuromuscular function
from working. Therefore,
inhibition of this important

enzyme is implicated in
learning de�cits, su�oca-
tion, paralysis, muscle
weakness among others.

In a paper published re-
cently in Nature Communi-
cations, the team led by Dr.
Praveen Kumar Vemula
from inStem coated the
cotton fabric with small
molecules, rendering the
�nal product the ability to
deactivate the insecticide.
“The small molecules are
covalently bonded with
the cellulose of the fabric
making the cloth not only
breathable but also dura-
ble,” says Dr. Vemula. The
small molecules that are
covalently bonded with
the fabric are nucleophile
in nature, and can detoxify
the pesticides upon con-
tact through nucleophile-
mediated hydrolysis, says
Dr. Vemula. “The fabric at-
tacks the pesticide mole-
cule and breaks it into non-
toxic products. The pesti-
cide is deactivated even
before it reaches the skin

surface,” he says. The fa-
bric with covalently-bond-
ed small molecules was de-
veloped in collaboration
with Sepio Health Pvt Ltd,
a spin-o� company from
inStem.

“The fabric retains the
anti-insecticide property
even after washing 150
times.” Though the reusa-
bility after 50 cycles was
reported in the paper, the
researchers continued the
reusability testing and
found the e�ectiveness to
last up to 150 cycles of

washing. “Unlike the gel,
the reusability will make
the fabric an a�ordable so-
lution to prevent insecti-
cide-induced toxicity to
farmers. It will also in-
crease compliance,” he
says.

According to Dr, Vemu-
la, the small molecule-
coated fabric does not act
as a physical barrier to or-
ganophosphate-based in-
secticide. Instead, the fa-
bric hydrolytically
deactivates the insecti-
cides, causing the preven-

tion of insecticide-induced
AChE inhibition.

To investigate the e�-
ciency of the fabric con-
taining the small mole-
cules, the active AChE in
the blood before and three
days after exposure to the
insecticide was measured
in rats. While direct expo-
sure or when normal cloth
did little to halt the drop in
active AChE in blood, no
reduction in blood active
AchE level was observed in
the presence of the fabric
coated with small mole-
cules. Several organs from
the exposed and unex-
posed rats were studied
and compared, and the re-
searchers found that the
active AChE levels in the
organs did not drop in the
case of rats that were ex-
posed to the insecticide in
the presence of the fabric
coated with small mole-
cules. Also, while rats that
were repeatedly and di-
rectly exposed to ethyl pa-
raoxon (an activated orga-

nophosphate insecticide)
or through the normal fa-
bric died within four days,
none of the rats exposed to
the insecticide in the pre-
sence of the special fabric
died.

Farmers get repeatedly
exposed to the insecticide
due to frequent usage, and
this can cause chronic tox-
icity and severe adverse
health e�ects. The animal
study results show promise
that the fabric containing
the small molecules can
prevent chronic toxicity in
farmers, he says.

“The design of one nu-
cleophile that can deactiv-
ate a wide range of organo-
phosphates and
carbamates was challeng-
ing. Subsequently, optimis-
ing the industry-friendly
chemistry to covalently at-
tach on the fabric was the
key in developing anti-pes-
ticide fabric,” says Dr. Ke-
tan Thorat, a former re-
search student at inStem
and coauthor of the paper.

inStem’s fabric o�ers protection from pesticides 

Right way: The fabric deactivates the pesticide and breaks it down

into non-toxic products. AP

R. Prasad
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FAQ

The story so far:

T
he maker of the indigenous coronavirus
vaccine, Covaxin, Bharat Biotech
International Limited (BBIL), has

admitted to an “inadvertent error” in patent
�lings to protect the vaccine’s Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR). One of India’s leading
biotechnology companies, it had failed to
include scientists from the Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR) as co-inventors in the
Covaxin patent �lings.

What kind of rights govern vaccine patents?
India’s patent laws govern both product and
process patents. Product patents grant an
inventor a monopoly over, say, a drug. Process
patents bar competitors from making a similar
drug using the same sequence of steps. In
response to queries from The Hindu, Bharat
Biotech said it had patented the process, namely
of making a batch of vaccines from the virus
strains that were provided by the ICMR-NIV
(National Institute of Virology). This is the lab
that has expertise in extracting viruses from
blood samples, identifying its characteristics,
conducting various tests to gauge its
infectiousness and qualify it in comparison to
related strains. However, preparing a vaccine
out of this at an industrial scale is beyond the
capabilities of a lab and requires a di�erent

order of facilities
that only
established vaccine
manufacturers
have. Covaxin is an
inactivated version
of COVID-causing
coronavirus; once
injected into the
body it coaxes it
into producing
antibodies that can

potentially protect against severe disease from a
coronavirus infection. To do this e�ectively, an
‘adjuvant’ is added which increases the vaccine’s
potency. Vaccine makers may have their own
ways of bringing all of these steps together and,
given the competitive nature of the �eld, strive
to ward o� competitors from imitating these
processes to gain a temporary monopoly in the
market and rake pro�ts. 

To be sure, while companies are free to �le for
a product or process patent in as many
countries as they can a�ord, a patent is only
granted after regulatory authorities grant them
one or are convinced that this process is indeed
novel or inventive. BBIL, as far is publicly
known, hasn’t yet been granted these patents.

What were the roles of BBIL and ICMR? 
BBIL had collaborated with the ICMR-NIV for all
the steps in developing a vaccine. The two
organisations had signed an agreement that
spelt out each entity’s responsibilities. As ICMR
is a public entity and because of the scale of the
COVID crisis, there were Right To Information
requests to make this agreement public.
However, it was only in July 2021, that parts of
the agreement were made public in Rajya Sabha. 

Beyond transferring the strains and making
vaccines, the agreement said, ICMR would also
test these vaccines on animals — rodents to
monkeys — and then on people to establish that
the vaccine worked as intended. The ICMR also
funded these clinical trials — ₹35 crore — and
incurred costs in developing Covaxin. In return
it was to get 5% of royalties that BBIL earned
from the sale of Covaxin. Since the
announcement of the BBIL and ICMR
collaboration, it was generally accepted that
both entities would contribute to the vaccine
and would therefore hold “joint intellectual
property rights,” as was stated in Parliament. 

However, BBIL �rst told The Hindu that it
made a distinction between the rights governing
the making of the vaccine and the rights over
the data generated from clinical trials. The ICMR
hadn’t invested in the actual making of the
vaccine and so wasn’t included in patent
applications. However, a day after the matter
became public, BBIL said it had made a mistake,
and that it would be making amends by �ling
fresh applications that listed ICMR personnel as
inventors. It is unclear what prompted this. 

Why does being cited as an inventor matter?
IPR is a vast, complex domain and spans the
minutest parts of the product invention process.
As the development of pharmaceutical products
involves a wide range of expertise, it is hard for
single �rms or entities to develop everything
in-house. Just like the BBIL-ICMR collaboration,
companies may enter into several licensing
agreements — BBIL for instance had a
technology licensing agreement with Virovax for
the adjuvant — with other companies. If a single
product thus involves multiple entities and
collaborators, being listed as an inventor has a
bearing on the sharing of intellectual property
rights, royalties and even determining how a
product can be used. There is no �eld of human
activity that is untouched by disputes over IPR.
In patent �lings, not listing out all the inventors
— in the U.S especially — could even lead to
patent applications being rejected.

What was the

tussle over

Covaxin IPR?

What are the rules for patenting the

intellectual property rights of a vaccine?

Why was the ICMR not included? 

Jacob Koshy

Bharat Biotech
International Limited
had collaborated with
the Indian Council of
Medical
Research-National
Institute of Virology for
all the steps in
developing a vaccine

The story so far:

T
he National Testing Agency (NTA) has
come under intense �re over the past
few weeks, with widespread
allegations of cheating, paper leaks

and other irregularities impacting �agship
examinations such as the NEET (National
Eligibility cum Entrance Test) for undergraduate
medical college admissions and the UGC-NET for
Ph.D and assistant professor appointments. The
agency’s director general, Subodh Kumar Singh,
has been removed, the CBI is probing
irregularities, and a high-level panel has been set
up to create a roadmap for a systemic overhaul.

What is the NTA?
The NTA was set up in 2017 as a specialist,
self-sustaining and autonomous organisation
under the aegis of the Union Education Ministry.
Its director general and governing body are
appointed by the Union government. However,
it is registered as a society and is a separate legal
entity, which raises questions about the
government’s legal liability for the NTA’s actions.
Its main mandate is to conduct e�cient,
transparent and international standard tests to
assess the competency of candidates for
admission, and recruitment purposes. Soon
after it was established, the NTA took over the
conduct of major all-India examinations, such as
the JEE for engineering college admissions,
NEET-UG, and UGC-NET (both of which had
previously been conducted by the Central Board
for Secondary Education or CBSE), as well as the
entrance tests for Jawaharlal Nehru University
and Delhi University. The National Education
Policy of 2020 envisaged a broader role,

recommending that the NTA conduct an
entrance or aptitude test for all universities
across the country. In all, the NTA now has
charge for more than 20 examinations. 

Why have there been so many problems? 
One of the main problems is that the NTA was
originally intended to conduct computer-based
tests only. “This will ensure that high volume
can be processed in a short period of time,” says
the agency’s website, claiming that such online
testing will “eliminate the possibility of leakage
of questions and question papers, post-test
malpractice of �lling in the OMR sheets, late
entry of students to cheat in the test, subjectivity
errors on descriptive testing, etc...In a short
period of three years, all the tests administered
by NTA will be computer adaptive. This will
completely eliminate the problem of cheating,”
it declares. Thus, when the NTA took over
conduct of the UGC-NET examination from the
CBSE six years ago, it was converted from a
pen-and-paper examination to a
computer-adaptive test. This year, however, for
reasons that are unclear, UGC-NET shifted back
to the pen-and-paper mode. The day after it was
conducted for over 11 lakh aspirants, the
government cancelled the examination, citing
inputs from the cyber crime unit.
“Pen-and-paper is a heaven for scamsters,” said
one former o�cial, noting that the printing
process is particularly vulnerable to leaks. It is
interesting that when the government
announced fresh dates for UGC-NET 2024 to be
held again, it also stipulated that it would be a
computer-adaptive test this time.

However, when the conduct of NEET-UG was
taken over by the NTA, the Health Ministry �atly
refused to allow it to shift to a computer-based
exam, citing concerns about students in rural
areas who would not be prepared for an online
exam, as well as Supreme Court rulings on how
the examination should be conducted. Hence,
the NTA has been forced to run a major
examination in a mode that it was never
intended to implement by design.

O�cials and educationists note that the
agency is severely understa�ed for the role it is
currently being asked to undertake. According
to a senior o�cial, the agency was set up with
only about 25 permanent sta� positions. A
number of its functions have also been
outsourced to technical partners from the very
beginning. Given that NEET-UG alone had more
than 23 lakh candidates writing the examination
in almost 5,000 centres across the country and
abroad, this has left the agency stretched thin,
according to some o�cials. “The NTA was set up
to be a lean, professional organisation. The

more people, the higher risks. The NIC [National
Informatics Centre] simply does not have the
capacity or IT infrastructure needed, so it was
always meant to engage third-party technical
partners which have the robust cyber security
expertise needed to run large-scale computer
based examinations,” said R. Subrahmanyam,
former Higher Education Secretary who was in
charge at the time the NTA was set up. However,
some educationists have complained that
engaging third-party players takes accountability
out of the government’s hands and leaves
loopholes in the system which can be exploited
by unscrupulous players.

O�cials say the NTA has also failed to develop
robust mechanisms needed to handle a
large-scale pen-and-paper examination,
including the setting of the question paper and
its encryption, selection of external printing
presses and exam centres, transportation to
printing presses, storage and distribution to
examinees at examination centres and then the
collection and transportation of answer sheets
to evaluation centres. Each of these is a stage
where malpractice can occur without robust
security mechanisms.

What is the way ahead?
The high-level panel headed by former ISRO
chief K. Radhakrishnan has been given two
months to recommend reforms in the
examination process, improve data security
protocols, and overhaul the NTA’s functioning. 

Educationists, however, propose starkly
di�erent pathways for the future. One option is
to add manpower and infrastructure to the NTA
to equip it to take on large-scale pen-and-paper
examinations in an improvement to the CBSE
system that preceded it. Those recommending
this return to the past point out that
pen-and-paper examinations are more
equitable, especially for students in rural and
remote areas with little access to technology. 

Another option is to dismantle the
centralisation process that seeks to move all
testing in the country under the NTA. Some
State governments, and professors from
individual universities, notably JNU, have called
for entrance tests for their institutions to be
removed from the NTA and handed back to the
institutions themselves, arguing that more
decentralised structures are needed to meet the
vastly di�ering needs of institutions.

However, others seek a more radical reform of
the assessment system. They suggest systemic
changes to remove the single, high-stakes
entrance examination which results in extreme
pressure on students, encourages an inequitable
coaching industry, and incentivises malpractice.
Instead, periodic assessments of knowledge,
concept-based understanding, and aptitude can
be conducted in the �nal years of school
education as the precursor to the admission
process, using online testing, and AI-based
proctoring which can be overseen by the NTA. 

Why has the NTA failed to deliver?

Educationists
propose
broader
pathways
like
equipping
NTA better
or
dismantling
the central-
isation
process

How many examinations are under the charge of the National Testing Agency? Is it equipped to

handle the large number of students and centres? What are the challenges? What are the

loopholes in the system that can be manipulated by unscrupulous players?

Priscilla Jebaraj

Outrage and uproar: Members of the Students’ Federation of India staging a

protest in Vijayawada on June 22. G.N. RAO 

The story so far:

D
uring the recent state visit of Sheikh
Hasina, Prime Minister of
Bangladesh, to India, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on June 22 said: “A

technical team will soon visit Bangladesh to
discuss conservation and management of the
Teesta river in Bangladesh.” The remark
triggered fresh speculation about the Teesta
water sharing treaty with Bangladesh, a key
bilateral agreement that has been pending
between the two countries for over a decade.

What is India’s stand?
After Mr. Modi’s comment, Foreign Secretary
Vinay Kwatra told the media that the discussion
“between the two leaders was less about water
sharing per se, and more about the management
of the water �ows within Teesta”. West Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee took issue with
the Centre’s stand. On June 24, she wrote a letter
to Mr. Modi conveying her strong reservation
that no discussion on the sharing of Teesta
waters should be taken up with Bangladesh
without the involvement of the State.

Why is Bengal upset?
Ms. Banerjee pointed out that if Teesta’s water is

shared with Bangladesh, lakhs of people in
north Bengal will get severely impacted. This is
not the �rst time she has voiced her opposition
to the proposed water sharing agreement of
India with Bangladesh. In July 2019, the
Trinamool Congress chairperson admitted that
Bangladesh is hurt because the Teesta waters
could not be shared and added, “If I had the
ability, I would have de�nitely shared Teesta
waters with them.” In 2017, the Chief Minister
had also referred to an alternative proposal of
sharing waters of the Torsa, Manshai, Sankosh
and Dhansai rivers but not Teesta.

In all, 54 rivers �ow between India and
Bangladesh and sharing of river waters has been
a key bilateral issue. India and Bangladesh
agreed on the sharing of waters of the Ganga in
1996 after the construction of the Farakka
Barrage and by the 2010s the issue of sharing of
the Teesta came up for negotiation. In 2011,
during the United Progressive Alliance-II
government, India and Bangladesh were close to
signing an agreement on the Teesta but Ms.
Banerjee walked out of the deal, and since then,
the agreement has been pending.

What is the proposal?
In 2011, when the proposal for sharing Teesta
water was drawn up, it was said India would get
42.5% and Bangladesh 37.5% of the river water
from December to March. 

A tributary of the Brahmaputra, the Teesta
river originates from the Tso Lhamo Lake at an
elevation of about 5,280 metres in north Sikkim.
The river travels for about 150 km in Sikkim and
123 km in West Bengal, before entering
Bangladesh from Mekhligunj in Cooch Behar
district; it �ows another 140 km in Bangladesh
and joins the Bay of Bengal. Teesta is
Bangladesh’s fourth largest trans-boundary river
and its �oodplain covers an area of 2,750 square
kilometres in Bangladesh. But 83% of the river’s
catchment area lies in India and the remaining
17% is in Bangladesh, supporting 8.5% of its
population and 14% of its crop production.

What are the political considerations?
While the Awami League government in
Bangladesh is facing questions from the

Opposition about the delay in inking an
agreement on the Teesta, the dams for
hydro-electric power generation in Sikkim and
the Teesta Barrage Project at Gazoldoba in West
Bengal is making the �ow of the river erratic in
Bangladesh, leading to either �oods or scarcity
of water. The visit of a technical team from India
to discuss conservation of the Teesta in
Bangladesh also comes amid the backdrop of
China proposing major dredging work on the
river and building reservoirs and embankments
in 2020. The Bangladesh government has put
the proposal on hold for the past four years.

Soon after returning to Bangladesh, Prime
Minister Hasina announced that her country
would accept India’s proposal to develop the
Teesta River basin. Ms. Banerjee raised
questions about the health of the Teesta river
after the construction of a series of hydropower
projects in Sikkim, deforestation in upper
catchment areas and impact of climate change.
She expressed surprise that no concrete steps
have been taken by the Ministry of Jal Shakti to
restore the river to its original form and health
on the Indian side when a bilateral cooperation
between India and Bangladesh for restoration of
Teesta in Bangladesh is being proposed. 

Environmental activists have also been raising
questions on the ecological impact of
hydro-electric projects on the river. In October
2023, a glacial lake outburst triggered �oods in
the Teesta basin that claimed hundred lives and
destroyed the Teesta III hydroelectric dam.

Sharing of waters of transboundary rivers
have been mandated by international laws
including The Helsinki Rules on the Uses of the
Waters of International Rivers in 1966. Article
253 of the Indian Constitution gives powers to
the government to enter any transboundary
river water-related treaty with a riparian state.

Why is Bengal talking about Ganga treaty?
The Ganga water sharing treaty with Bangladesh
completes 30 years in 2026 and a renewal of the
agreement is on the cards. The Trinamool
Congress chairperson has pointed out that water
sharing with Bangladesh has changed the
Ganga’s morphology and a�ected lakhs of
people in West Bengal owing to river erosion. 

“Lakhs of people have been displaced from
their habitation rendering them homeless and
also leading to their loss of livelihood. The
reduced silt load in Hooghly has impeded the
nourishment of the Sundarban delta,” she wrote
in the letter to the Prime Minister. 

What is holding up the Teesta treaty?

Bengal
claims if
Teesta water
is shared
with
Bangladesh,
lakhs of
people in
north Bengal
will get
severely
impacted

What has the Indian government told Bangladesh? What is the technical team going to look into?

Why is Bengal Chief Minister protesting this development? What about the Ganga water sharing

agreement? When does it come up for renewal? What is the state of both the rivers?

Shiv Sahay Singh

Extreme weather: The flooded bank of the Teesta river following heavy

downpour, in Siliguri, West Bengal, on June 14. PTI
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K
enya is roiled by protests
against a new �nance Bill
introduced by the
government of President

William Ruto. As demonstrations
spread across the country’s 47
counties, protesters in the capital
Nairobi attempted to storm
Parliament. The government clamped
down, with 30 people killed in police
�ring and over 200 injured. Mr. Ruto
eventually bowed to public pressure
and announced he would not sign the
controversial Bill, which sought to
raise taxes on essentials such as bread,
cooking oil, sugar and diapers.

Despite Mr. Ruto backing down, the
protesters have called for his
resignation. They see him as more
loyal to the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) than to the people of
Kenya. A sign from the protests
seemed to re�ect the public mood:
‘Kenya is not IMF’s lab rat,’ it read. 

In 2021, Kenya signed a four-year
loan agreement with the IMF for $2.34
billion, and with another deal signed
in May 2023, its loan volume rose to
$3.6 billion. But IMF money for
developing countries comes in
tranches, and with conditions. 

As part of the 2021 loan deal, the
IMF forced a COVID-battered Kenya to
agree to austerity measures that would
raise its revenue collection to 25% of
GDP. The lender’s demands included a
combination of tax hikes and budget
cuts, including elimination of subsidies
on fuel and electricity and cuts in
spending on education and health.

Mr. Ruto, when he came to power in
September 2022, went about diligently
following the IMF diktat. He cut
subsidies on maize and fuel, with the
latter sparking a surge in in�ation.
Massive protests ensued in March and
July 2023, in which 30 people were
killed by the police. Nonetheless, Mr.
Ruto stayed the course on other �scal
consolidation measures, and earlier
this month, his government reached a
sta� level agreement with the IMF. It
was expected to open the tap on
another $976 million, provided the
�nance Bill — projected to raise
revenues of $2.68 billion — went
through. But with Mr. Ruto forced to

abandon it, the future �ow of IMF
funds is in doubt.

None of this, however, is new. Kenya
has been through this before, as have
much of Africa, whose governments
often �nd themselves caught between
the interests of their people and that of
private investors and Western
commercial banks, fronted by the IMF.
The IMF describes itself as “being
governed by and accountable to its
member countries”. But its history and
management structure tell a di�erent
story — of an organisation that has
served as a tool of American foreign
policy, and works to further the
interests of Western �nancial elites.

In 1944, when the IMF was created
at a conference of 44 nations in
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, the
U.S., the global supremacy of
American economic might was already
a reality, with the rest of the world
either devastated by the Second World
War or by colonial plunder, or both.
This power dynamic got encoded into

both the Bretton Woods twins — the
IMF and the World Bank. For instance,
the World Bank president is always an
American, while the IMF head is
always from a European ally of the U.S. 

Unwritten mandate 
In theory, their function is to aid
economic development and promote
monetary cooperation and stability.
But in practice, they have followed an
unwritten mandate to foster the
integration of newly independent
former colonies into a global economic
order on terms designed to serve the
interests of American capital.

Against this background, it
shouldn’t be surprising that voting
rights at the IMF don’t follow the
democratic logic of one-member
country-one vote but are quota-driven,
based on dollar contributions. The U.S.
alone has a voting share of 16.5%,
while the wealthy G-7 countries
together command more than 40% of
the voting power. This is more than

that enjoyed by all the nations in Africa
and Latin America put together, and
populations most a�ected by decisions
taken by IMF bureaucrats live precisely
in these countries. 

As of March 2024, among Africa’s 54
countries, 31 had outstanding loans
with the IMF. But they have nothing
remotely resembling a ‘say’ in how the
IMF is run. 

The UN Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres �agged the bias in the IMF
framework last year when he said the
Bretton Woods system re�ected “the
power relations of 1945”. 

This unfairness, and the unequal
relationship with the IMF, is partly why
so many developing countries, from
Kenya to Ghana, Zambia and Pakistan,
have witnessed protests against the
IMF and IMF-imposed economic
policies — the infamous ‘Structural
Adjustment Programs’ (SAPs).

SAPs, adopted by the IMF from 1986
onwards, typically require
governments to cut public spending,

privatise state enterprises, reduce
import duties and tari�s, and
implement other measures so that the
country pursues export-led growth.
The predictable outcome of these
policies, documented in the IMF’s own
internal research, is extreme
inequality. 

Impact of SAPs
A 2002 World Bank-funded study by
the Structural Adjustment
Participatory Review International
Network tracked the impact of the
IMF’s SAPs in nine countries across
four continents. 

Its report highlighted four ways in
which they furthered
“impoverishment and marginalisation
of local populations”: one, by causing
the demise of domestic manufacturing
sectors and loss of employment for
small producers; two, agricultural,
trade and mining reforms decimated
small farms and poor rural
communities; three, they triggered job
losses; and four, the reduced role of
state in providing guaranteed access to
essential services led to increase in
poverty. Yet, the IMF, as the
international lender of last resort,
continues to impose SAP-like
requirements. 

Faced with a backlash in dozens of
countries, the IMF did introduce
‘social spending �oors’ to protect
public spending on education, health
and social protection from being cut as
part of its loan conditionalities. But an
Oxfam analysis of 27 loan programmes
negotiated with low- and
middle-income countries found that
“for every $1 the IMF encouraged
governments to spend on public
services, it has told them to cut six
times more than that through austerity
measures.”

In 1994, the New York Times

described the IMF and the World Bank
as the “overlords of Africa”. In the 30
years since, as Kenyans can testify,
little seems to have changed. The
overlords continue to in�uence
economic policies in low and
middle-income nations, with the fates
of millions determined not in their
own Parliaments but in the
boardrooms of the IMF headquarters
in Washington.

Overlords of the developing world 
IMF

Mass protests in Kenya, in which at least 30 people were shot and killed by police, against an IMF-backed �nance Bill that sought to raise taxes on essentials bring into
focus, once again, the conditions the multinational lender imposes on poor countries in return for loan assistance

G. Sampath THE GIST 
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L
ok Sabha Speaker
Om Birla’s re-elec-
tion as the chair of

the Lok Sabha after com-
pleting a full �ve-year term
is being seen as part of the
continuum that Prime Mi-
nister Narendra Modi is
trying to establish between
his last term and the cur-
rent one. 

After repeating nearly
all Ministers in his Council
of Ministers, and reap-
pointing his earlier team of
o�cials at the Prime Minis-
ter’s O�ce, the re-nomina-
tion of Mr. Birla as the Na-
tional Democratic
Alliance’s (NDA) candidate
as Speaker was almost a gi-
ven. Mr. Birla won, but not
before some high drama
with the Opposition �eld-
ing its own candidate and
stopping just short of ask-
ing for a division of votes. 

While this election of
Mr. Birla had an air of inev-
itability around it, it was
not always the case. The
choice of Mr. Birla for his
�rst term as Speaker had
taken everyone by sur-
prise, including himself.
Mr. Modi’s choice for
Speaker in his �rst term as
Prime Minister was the vet-
eran Sumitra Mahajan, an
eighth-term MP. In his se-
cond tenure, he picked Mr.
Birla, a second-term MP
from Kota, Rajasthan.

Mr. Birla, who began his
career in student politics,
in Kota, steadily climbed

the party ladder while
working at the youth wing
of the BJP, the Bharatiya Ja-
nata Yuva Morcha (BJYM). 

He went from the dis-
trict unit head of the BJYM
to its State president. He
was elected to the Rajas-
than legislature three
times. His appointment as
the Lok Sabha Speaker was
a leap, both in pro�le and
responsibility.

An RSS recruit, he was
ideologically aligned to the
Sangh Parivar, and had the
trust of Mr. Modi, who had
engaged with him on sever-
al occasions in the past
with regard to politics in
Rajasthan. Mr. Birla was
evolving as an important
resource from Rajasthan
for the BJP’s national lea-
dership, when this o�er
came his way.

First session 
It was perhaps his expe-
rience as a backbencher in
Parliament that helped
him conduct the House
smoothly in the early
years. In the �rst session
he presided over in 2019,

all �rst time MPs got an op-
portunity to speak as he
kept the Lok Sabha work-
ing till very late in the even-
ing. A record 1,066 sub-
jects were raised in the
Zero Hour in the �rst ses-
sion, another record. 

When Pramila Bisoyi, a
�rst term MP of the Biju Ja-
nata Dal (BJD) who had not
even completed her prim-
ary education, kept avoid-
ing all attempts to make
her speak in Parliament,
Mr. Birla sought her out to
�nd out the reason only to
discover that her hesitancy
stemmed from her inabili-
ty to speak either in Hindi
or English. She spoke a lo-
cal version of Odia. Mr. Bir-
la then arranged an Odia to
Hindi translator from
among the Parliament
sta�, to help her speak.

When Ministers of the
BJP-led government did
not come up with satisfac-
tory answers to questions
by MPs on Question Hour,
some got the sharp end of
Mr. Birla’s tongue, with
many Opposition MPs ap-
preciating his e�orts at en-

suring everyone had their
say in the House.

All this, however, was
eclipsed when he created a
new record by suspending
100 Opposition MPs in the
Winter Session of 2023.
And while everyone got a
chance to speak, least
number of government
Bills went through parlia-
mentary scrutiny. On the
day he was re-elected as
Speaker, Mr. Birla read out
a statement condemning
the Emergency— the Indira
Gandhi-led Cabinet im-
posed Emergency 49 years
ago — drawing protests
from the Opposition. 

The rough start raises
questions on what ap-
proach Mr. Birla would
take in his second term.
Unlike in his �rst term,
when the BJP had absolute
majority in the House, this
time, the BJP has formed a
coalition government with
NDA allies, and the Opposi-
tion seems resurgent. 

Opposition MPs are
hoping that Mr. Birla’s ac-
commodative gestures
from his previous tenure,
in ensuring that all MPs get
a chance to speak, and call-
ing Ministers to account for
not doing their parliamen-
tary homework be the mo-
del he chooses to continue
in his second tenure. But if
he chooses to take the con-
frontational path, that
could lead to showdowns.
It is to be seen, which as-
pect of continuity he
chooses to enforce.

Chair of the House 
Om Birla

The BJP lawmaker’s �rst term as Speaker of the Lok Sabha was known for both his inclusive

approach as well as the unprecedented punishments he handed to Opposition lawmakers 

Nistula Hebbar

W
hile addressing
a gathering late
last year, far-

right German politician
Björn Höcke, then on trial
for raising a Nazi slogan at
a 2021 rally, invoked the
phrase “Everything for…,”
prompting the crowd to
respond “Germany” to
complete the banned Nazi
slogan, which was in-
scribed on the knives of
Adolf Hitler’s storm troop-
ers, who played a key role
in his rise to power in the
1930s.

The former history
teacher had earlier faced
criticism for inciting racial
hatred and using anti-Sem-
itic language when he de-
scribed the Holocaust me-
morial in Berlin as a
“monument of shame”
and called for a“180-de-
gree turn” in how Germa-
ny remembers its past.

“Never, never must we
allow ourselves to let the
demagogy of a Björn
Höcke go unchallenged,”
the then Germany’s Vice
Chancellor, Sigmar Ga-
briel, said. The Central
Council of Jews said the
“anti-Semitic and utterly
inhuman words” had re-
vealed the true face of the
Alternative for Germany
(AfD). The party nearly ex-
pelled him, warning that
his approach could “dam-
age its acceptance.”

Despite a string of con-
troversies, the 52-year-old

rose through the ranks of
the AfD to become one of
the most powerful �gures
in the shifting German pol-
itical landscape. He has
consistently pushed the li-
mits of public discourse
with controversial stances
on history, nationalism,
race and migrants. 

He now stands trial for
the second time on charges
of using a Nazi slogan, just
months ahead of the re-
gional elections in Thurin-
gia, where he plans to run
for Governor.

History deeply in-
�uenced Mr. Höcke’s life
and career. He was born in
Lünen, Westphalia, in
1972, with roots tracing to
German refugees from East
Prussia. His upbringing in-
stilled a sense of displace-
ment and a longing for a
lost homeland, themes evi-
dent in his political ideolo-
gy. “Key to understanding
Höcke is his ideology-shap-
ing heritage of East Prussia
where Höcke’s forebears
originated... A second ide-
ology-shaping element is
the idea that ‘battles create

identities’... Höcke says, ‘to
be Prussian is a lifestyle’…
This means Prussian auth-
oritarian militarism,” Se-
bastian Hennig notes in the
book Never Twice in the

Same River. He described
Mr. Höcke’s life as “dutiful”
until he became aware of
“German su�ering” and
felt the need to change the
national discourse. In
2013, he co-founded the
AfD's Thuringia chapter,
launching his political
career.

Revisionist views 
Quickly rising to promi-
nence as one of Thuringia’s
most radical �gures, Mr.
Höcke gained notoriety for
his revisionist views on Na-
zi history and rhetoric re-
miniscent of the 1930s.
During the 2015 European
migrant crisis, he warned
large crowds against “Ger-
man alienation”. His orato-
ry style drew comparisons
to Nazi propaganda minis-
ter Joseph Goebbels.

Mr. Höcke participated
in far-right demonstra-
tions, made racist com-

ments, attempted to nor-
malise Nazi-era words, and
questioned national guilt
over the Holocaust. “Ger-
mans are the only people
in the world who plant a
monument of shame in the
heart of their capital... the
laughable policy of coming
to terms with the past is
crippling us,” he said. He
claimed multiculturalism
threatened Germany’s
existence.

Mr. Höcke’s divisive re-
marks caused internal
strife. In 2019, a court
ruled that it is legally justi-
�able to label him a “fas-
cist”. The AfD’s regional
branch was placed under
surveillance as a “right-
wing extremist” group.

His relentless testing of
political boundaries
peaked when he conclud-
ed a speech at a political
event with the Nazi slogan
“Everything for Germany”
in 2021. In court he argued
he was unaware of its “cri-
minal relevance.” Howev-
er, he repeated the slogan
at another event in Decem-
ber 2023. The legal trou-
bles didn’t a�ect his popu-
larity, though. 

Following the AfD’s
strong show in the EU elec-
tions, Mr. Höcke is now fo-
cused on Thuringia, aim-
ing for victory in the
regional polls. If success-
ful, Björn Höcke could se-
cure his �rst constitutional
post, transitioning from a
polarising �gure to a po-
tential state Premier.

Rabble-rouser
Björn Höcke

The far-right AfD leader, who stands trial for using Nazi-era slogans, calls for a ‘180-degree turn’ in

how Germany remembers its past, including Holocaust 
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Education for 
future citizens 
This is with reference to 
“Preparing our children to 
encounter the world” by 
Rajmohan Gandhi (June 
23). The fact that political 
science textbooks are 
being ”cleansed” or 
revised is a troubling 
notion. As Indians, we 
must introspect on the 
kind of education that 
should be imparted to 
our children.

Arun P

India cannot be compared with Quebec
This is with reference to “Seditious hearts and mature 
democracies” by Karan Thapar (June 23). Scotland and 
Quebec have a far less complex religious and ethnic 
spread than India. Therefore, Arundhati Roy’s 
comments on the integrity of one of the most sensitive 
regions in India could be considered irresponsible.

Amol Subhedar

Good transport can bridge gender gap 
This is with reference to “A pink auto route to 
empowering women” by Lalita Panicker (June 23). 
It is the duty and responsibility of the government to 
minimise the gender gap through a reform in transport.

Subhash Taneja
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1855, and occupying 110 acres of prime
land, does not allow a formally clad pyja-
ma-kurta guest or member in any venue
of the club but permits all varieties of
T-shirts and jeans. Nor would it allow in
former minister P Chidambaram, if he
was wearing his elegant veshti and shirt.

I am a member of most of these clubs,
and my criticism comes from an insider
as cautionary advice on the need to
change, especially since most of the mem-
bers of the current ruling party, without
an anglicised pedigree or felicity in
English, would not qualify to become
members, and quite understandably
resent these remnants of cultural coloni-
sation. The situation becomes worse
because inbreeding breeds infighting.
Allegations of financial irregularities

between rival groups in the clubs swirl
around, literally inviting the government
to take over, as has happened with the
Delhi Gymkhana Club. 

Clubs are entitled to their autonomy,
but not to their refusal to change. It is not
coincidental that after the government
takeover of Gymkhana, Om Pathak was
appointed the administrator. A member
of the Bharatiya Janata Party national
executive, he had applied for membership
as far back as 1982 but never got it. Two of
his decisions were to keep an open copy of
the Bhagavad Gita in the library and have
a performance of the Ramayana. 

Pavan K Varma is author, diplomat, and

former Member of Parliament (Rajya Sabha).

The views expressed are personal

The truly bizarre part is alcohol is part
of our culture and ancient traditions. Soma
ras was the nectar of the Gods. Indra was
particularly partial to it. Prohibition, on
the other hand, is foreign. America tried it
in the 1920s and failed. And that raises
another set of issues we need to address.
Why don’t we follow the way of our Gods?
That would be the perfectly desi thing to
do. Why, instead, are we imitating the
American way?

The moral of this piece is simple and
straightforward. Good governance lies in
making sure honest people can drink
safely within the prescriptions of the law.
Bad governance is making that difficult, if
not impossible, and pushing them to alter-
natives that often kill.

Karan Thapar is the author of

Devil’s Advocate: The Untold Story.

The views expressed are personal

T
he truth is deaths caused by the
consumption of spurious liquor
are double tragedies. Not only are
they horrific but they’re also

entirely preventable. Man has caused
them but man can also ensure they do
not occur. All it requires is the accept-
ance of a cold fact of reality. Not all
human beings are teetotalers. Many
want to drink. They enjoy doing so. And
frankly, in any mature, sensible, demo-
cratic society, they have an inalienable
right to do so. It is attempts to deny that
right or place unacceptable curbs on it
that cause the problem.

If safe, good quality and cheap or rea-
sonably priced alcohol is available for all
adults to buy, within all the acknowledged
and accepted conditions of the law, few if
any people would risk their lives drinking
hooch. The vast majority of drinkers are
not suicidal. They simply want to relax,
ease their tension and tiredness, or spend

an enjoyable evening. It’s because they
can’t buy what they want that they resort
to what is dangerous and even likely to
kill. But, remember, death was never their
intention. It’s just the unintended corol-
lary of what circumstances have forced
on them.

At the root of the problem is the belief
that alcohol is bad and, therefore, its con-
sumption must be stopped or, at least,
severely discouraged. Article 47 of our
Constitution says, “the State shall endeav-
our to bring about prohibition of the con-
sumption, except for medicinal purposes,
of intoxicating drinks and of drugs which
are injurious to health”.

No doubt, in excess, alcohol is bad. Only
a fool would deny that. But so, too, is sugar,
butter, cream and, indeed, even exercise.
However, taken in moderation it becomes
a different matter. And, anyway, adults are
entitled to decide for themselves. Even
make their own mistakes. Prohibition as

Claim to prohibition 
is immoral, ahistoric

A
ll rising powers face contesta-
tion and containment. How
should India prepare for it?
China had a 10-year honey-
moon when it went from a
$1.2 trillion economy to a $6.5

trillion economy between 2000 and 2010.
The United States (US) facilitated China’s
entry into the World Trade Organization
(WTO) as US consumers benefitted from
lower prices, US companies got cheaper
supply chains, bigger profits, and ulti-
mately a large market to sell into. It was
only with Xi Jinping’s appointment as gen-
eral secretary in 2012 that there was a
change in tone and tenor in China’s atti-
tude to the US. Xi mounted a challenge to
US supremacy and sought a redrawing of
the world order to accommodate China’s
rapid rise. This led to a growing backlash
against China which is now at a fever pitch
with tariffs and non-trade barriers
imposed by the US with bipartisan support.
What should India learn from this? Can it
use its soft power to extend the honey-
moon phase to 15 years rather than China’s
10?

The 30-year globalisation phase post the
collapse of the erstwhile Soviet Union is
under major challenge today. The elector-
ate in many countries is upset by what they
believe globalisation has done to their lot.

this is enhanced by India’s democracy,
food, movies, music, inclusive non-mis-
sionary religion, the easy use of the English
language, and respected higher education
institutions. Its technology services compa-
nies and global capability centres (GCC)
have created a strong services brand. In
fact, the number of GCCs has doubled in
the last 10 years. 

Its diaspora in the US and UK is espe-
cially strong. It is rich and well-placed in
academia, business, health care, technol-
ogy, and politics. Top US companies have
CEOs of Indian origin, the US vice-presi-
dent and the UK prime minister belong to

the Indian diaspora. Just as an example, I
was in a Seattle nightclub a few years ago
and a mixed crowd were all dancing to Bol-
lywood hits. 

Yet we must recognise that the soft
power of the US is, in fact, as strong as its
hard power (nuclear, military, technology,
economic, space). Despite major errors in
Iraq, Afghanistan and now Gaza, US soft
power cannot be underestimated. It is fur-
ther bolstered by the opinion-shaping role
of the Anglo-Saxon press and Hollywood
movies. I don’t know whether the US dollar
is a soft or hard power — but it is clearly a
superpower. The US still defines who the

bad guys are!
We need to recognise that an “opportu-

nity” is not the same as an “outcome”. Our
soft power needs constant strengthening.
We must nurture our respected institutions
and take steps to fix what is currently bro-
ken, like primary education, health care
access and delivery, and strengthen corpo-
rate research and development further.
Complacence, in today’s context, is a death
wish and yet the opportunity before India
is like never before. 

Janmejaya Sinha is chairman, BCG India.

The views expressed are personal

Populist Right-wing leaders in many west-
ern countries have blamed globalisation
for the stagnation in living standards,
growing inequality, and joblessness in
their country. So, there is a return to
nationalistic jingoism and reaction against
free trade and immigration, whatever the
long-term costs. Supply chain disruptions
during Covid have further spurred self-reli-
ance and a return to industrial policy, wit-
ness the US IRA and our own production-
linked incentives-type actions
across the world. The WTO is giv-
ing way to regional and bilateral
trade deals. Geopolitical agility is
now a requirement for countries
and companies alike. 

India is in a bad neighbour-
hood. China and Pakistan are hos-
tile nations. Other neighbours
such as Afghanistan, Nepal and
Myanmar are unstable. Despite
this, geopolitically, this is India’s moment.
The US has shifted its attention to the
Pacific and India belongs to useful US-led
arrangements – Quad (US, Japan, Austra-
lia, India), I2U2 (India, Israel, US and UAE),
and the Indo-Pacific Economic Corridor
(IPEC). Yet it has retained workable rela-
tions with Russia and Iran. At the same
time, it has strengthened its relations with
Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates
and has good relations with the United
Kingdom (UK) and Europe. It has also
reached out to African nations with suc-
cess. 

The backlash against China has created
space and opportunity. Despite India’s fast

growth and its ascent on the Gross Domes-
tic Product (GDP) league tables, today it is
not seen as threatening as it only accounts
for 3.6% of global GDP. It remains a poor
country with a per capita income below
$3,000 and is not expected to reach devel-
oped status till 2047 even by its own esti-
mates. India must use its soft power to
extend this honeymoon period and be
allowed to grow without containment for
the foreseeable future. 

A word on using soft power. Soft
power is the ability to co-opt
rather than coerce. It involves
shaping the preferences of others
through appeal and attraction. Soft
power is non-coercive, it uses cul-
ture, political values, and foreign
policies to enact change. India has
a long tradition of soft power,
which originates with its ancient
belief in Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam

or (the world is one family). During the
Independence struggle against the British,
Mahatma Gandhi’s actions and the poetry
of Ravindranath Tagore increased India’s
soft power and embarrassed the British,
creating global goodwill for India. 

The world sans China and Pakistan does
not feel threatened by India’s rise. India’s
soft power is rooted in the core Indian val-
ues of secularism, tolerance, inclusiveness,
and assimilation of multiple cultures in its
civilisation. So much so that William Dal-
rymple writes, “India has always had a
strange way with her conquerors. In defeat,
she beckons them in, then slowly seduces,
assimilates, and transforms them.” Today,

Soft power options to 
win and retain friends
How India can delay the 
backlash that its economic 
rise will inevitably bring

T
his month, sadly, more than 100 peo-
ple have died from oppressive heat in
India. At the recent Commonwealth
Health Ministers Meeting, we consid-

ered how the climate crisis is increasing the 
spread of vector-borne diseases, including 
malaria and other dangerous diseases. 

Commonwealth leaders have been calling
for global climate action since 1989, before 
international negotiations even began. In line
with their calls, climate scientists have long 
warned the world of the need to limit global 
warming to 1.5°C to avoid irreversible damage.

Worryingly, in February 2024, we
breached this critical threshold. Global tem-
peratures surpassed 1.5°C over the past 12 
months, making it the hottest year on 
record. This increase has intensified extreme
weather events, sea-level rise and other cli-
mate risks which disproportionately affect 
Small Island Developing States (SIDS).

Despite covering only 3% of the world’s
land area, SIDS are vital for humanity and
the planet we share. They safe-
guard 11.5% of the oceans’ Exclu-
sive Economic Zones, which
include 20% of all terrestrial bird,
plant, and reptile species. Yet SIDS
experience five times more cli-
mate-attributable deaths due to
extreme weather events, and
when shocks hit, SIDS are hit hard.

A single cyclone can derail a
small State’s growth for years, if 
not decades. In 2017, Hurricane Maria devas-
tated my own country of birth, Dominica, 
destroying 225% of its Gross Domestic Prod-
uct . The damage of such shocks is worsened
by inadequate financial support.

Despite contributing only 1% of global
greenhouse gas emissions, SIDS struggle to
unlock climate finance. In 2019, they had
access to only $1.5 billion out of the $100 bil-
lion pledged to developing countries. With
no alternative, these countries are often
forced to obtain financing on unfavourable
terms, resulting in high debt burdens, creat-
ing a vicious cycle where debt becomes
unsustainable and access to finance
becomes more limited.

The Commonwealth is home to two-thirds
of the world’s SIDS, and this exceptional con-
vergence of hardships is at the heart of my 
motivation to support SIDS at every level. SIDS
have also been saying enough is enough, and

are leading the charge to reset our climate 
finance ambitions. At the 28th Conference of
Parties to the United Nations Framework Con-
vention on Climate Change (CoP28), the Com-
monwealth SIDS were at the forefront of hard-
won progress on Loss and Damage.

Samoa, the Commonwealth’s incoming
chair-in-office, joined other small islands and
vulnerable countries at the fourth Interna-
tional Conference on Small Island Developing
States (SIDS4), calling for “collective quanti-
fied finance goals and funding” to help them 
deal with intensifying natural disasters.

The Commonwealth is working to
ensure that the SIDS’ voices are heard at the
highest level of the international system
while providing practical support in critical
areas. Our Commonwealth Climate Finance
Access Hub has unlocked $330 million for
small States, with another $500 million
worth of project proposals in the pipeline.
For years, we have seen these countries take
the steps needed to transition toward low-

carbon, climate-resilient develop-
ment. But to scale up this action,
reliable climate finance is key.

We will continue to advocate
for increased funding for adapta-
tion, mitigation, and resilience-
building. Our commitment to the
climate crisis is not new; it is part
of the Commonwealth’s DNA.

The next Commonwealth
Heads of Government Meeting

will take place in Samoa this October — the
first summit in a Pacific Small Island State
— with a focus on building resilience essen-
tial for our 56 nations. If we are to achieve
this, the world must keep its promises.
Every commitment to climate action and
finance made by world leaders is vital.
Every failure to meet those commitments is
an insult to the vulnerable. Every example
of inaction is an act of violence against
those who need us to succeed, now and for
generations to come.

The call to action on climate finance will
continue to resound from Commonwealth
SIDS at the UN General Assembly in Sep-
tember to the negotiations at CoP29 in
November. It must be heeded.

Patricia Scotland is the secretary general

 of the Commonwealth.

The views expressed are personal

For small islands, climate 
finance is about survival

state policy (as in Bihar and Gujarat) is not
just a deliberate denial of the rights of citi-
zens but it infantilises them. The nanny
State makes children of us and it doesn’t
know best. But governments that treat
their people like toddlers in a nursery
seem unable to accept that.

There is, however, a deeper problem.
It explains this attitude to alcohol. It’s
why leaders like Mahatma Gandhi and,
sometimes, Constitutions like ours seek
to wean people away from what they
consider human weakness or vice. It’s
the mistaken quest to make people per-
fect or, at least, to strive towards it. From
a moral position, this may make sense.
Perhaps from a practical standpoint, it
could prevent problems. But from a
human perspective, it assumes someone
in authority is entitled to decide what’s
right and if you differ, you’re wrong.

This is true of how Mahatma Gandhi
and the governments of Bihar and Gujarat
view alcohol. It’s also true of Rishi Sunak’s
foolish proposal to ban people born after a
particular year from smoking cigarettes.
They believe that if protected from their
own temptation, human beings can be
transformed. But they’re wrong.

True transformation comes from learn-
ing from your mistakes. But you have to
first make those mistakes to learn. This is
the difference between people who’ve
given up smoking and those who never
took it up. A lesson learnt from experience
is deeper and longer lasting than one
enforced by mummy.

India’s soft power is rooted in the core Indian values of secularism, tolerance, inclusiveness, and assimilation of multiple cultures in 
its civilisation. Today, this is enhanced by India’s democracy, food, movies, music, inclusive non-missionary religion GETTY IMAGES
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Karan Thapar

R
ajnath Singh, the raksha mantri,
may be a little surprised that the
Kasauli Club, whose chairperson
is the serving brigadier of the can-

tonment, could well stop him from enter-
ing the Club. This is because the Club,
founded in 1898, still persists with an anti-
quated dress code, which allows men to
enter wearing lounge suits, safaris, and
blazers, but not what is the impressive
trademark dress of the minister – an ele-
gantly worn dhoti with a starched kurta.
He may find it difficult too
because the Club also insists
only on shoes with socks, and
bans sandals, even closed
Peshawaris. 

Our British rulers set up a
chain of clubs for themselves,
and for long, they were for
“whites only”. When they left,
Indians were admitted, but
mostly “brown sahibs”, who
were, as Macaulay had prophetically pre-
dicted, Indian only in colour. This class of
anglicised, English-speaking Indians was
also the new power elite — members of
the civil services, senior police and Army
officials, the old rich, and some leading
corporate figures. 

Thus, nothing really changed in these
exclusionist bastions. In Kolkata, the Ben-
gal Club where Macaulay once lived,
opened its doors to Indians only in 1959,
more than a decade after Independence,
and an Indian did not displace a Britisher
as the president of the club until another
seven years after that! In Mumbai,
another leading club kept this notice out-
side its premises for many years after

1947: DOGS AND INDIANS NOT
ALLOWED. 

Such clubs have, therefore, become
today the symbols of a cultural confronta-
tion, between a new, less anglicised and
more egalitarian India, and the colonial
traditions of the past. The Delhi Gym-
khana Club, founded in 1913, occupies 27.3
acres of prime land in Lutyens Delhi. But
in 1991, when I went to the club, wearing
a silk kurta, starched pyjamas, expensive
buttons, and Peshawari sandals, I was

asked by the burly doorman who
had known me since childhood,
to wear a Jawahar jacket as well.
I agreed until I saw that people in
jeans and T-shirts were allowed
in, while I, dressed in formal
attire in my own cultural tradi-
tions, could not. I protested
strongly, and fortunately, the then
president, Admiral Tahliani,
revised the rules. 

But old habits die hard. In 2013, the
same club stopped a high-ranking Bhuta-
nese monk from entering because of his
traditional dress. The Delhi Golf Club,
another elite citadel, had a shameful inci-
dent in 2017 when a Khasi lady from
Meghalaya, Taiin Lyngdoh, invited there
for lunch, was asked by club officials to
leave because she was dressed in the jain-
sem, her state’s formal attire. Apparently,
the officials told her that it looked like a
“maid’s dress”. The incident created pub-
lic outrage, but colonial mentalities per-
sist, and little attempt has been made to
accommodate India’s vast formal sarto-
rial diversity. For instance, the popular
Tollygunge Club in Kolkata, founded in

Colonial clubs and the 
fetish about dress code

The Delhi Golf Club is an elite citadel ARASTU GUPTA / WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
Pavan K 
Varma

TRUE TRANSFORMATION 
COMES FROM LEARNING 
FROM YOUR MISTAKES. 
BUT YOU HAVE TO FIRST 
MAKE THOSE MISTAKES 
TO LEARN. THIS IS THE 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
PEOPLE WHO’VE GIVEN 
UP SMOKING AND THOSE 
WHO NEVER TOOK IT UP

Janmejaya 
Sinha  

Patricia 
Scotland

{ THE BIG PICTURE }  
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The Democrats say government will make 
you smarter, taller, richer... The Republicans 
say government doesn’t work, and then 
they get elected and prove it

Mummy kehti hai ‘greens khao’... Sun rahe ho na, Team India?  
(Mom says eat your greens... Are you listening, Team India?) 
Delhi Police, on its official X.com handle, referring to the T20 World Cup final  
with South Africa, a team that wears green jerseys

I’ve written this moment down and wished for it and dreamt it and worked so 
hard... Little me would just be beside herself right now.
Dua Lipa, 28-year-old British singer of Albanian origin, at her headline show in  
the Glastonbury festival, UK, where she voiced support for the Palestinian cause

Mocking diversity
Ref: Micro racism 2.0 (Jun 29). While youngsters 
from southern states used to migrate to the north 
mainly seeking office jobs, it  is an irony that the 
current mass migration from the so-called ‘heart-
land’ is mostly for menial jobs.  Lampooning the 
language and culture of others is  not limited to 
northerners.  Their southern counterparts are not 
far behind in laughing at the language and habits 
of their neighbouring states. It’s perhaps an inher-
ent trait of our diversity.

A Kasu, Nemmara

Newfound love
Not many may remember that there was talk of 
changing the Constitution during the Emergency 50 
years ago. Those indulging in this talk were Con-
gressmen, including the then heir apparent, Sanjay 
Gandhi. Now we find a newfound love for the Con-
stitution among the same people. The Constitution 

is a dynamic document and has gone through more 
than 100 amendments. Whether these amendments 
should be considered as ‘changing’ it  is  nothing 
more than indulging in semantics.

K R Jayaprakash Rao, Mysuru

Defining vegetarianism
I am based in Washington D C and happened to read 
C P Surendran’s article, ‘Debating empathy at the 
dining table’, at a public library in Visakhapatnam 
on a week’s visit. It  made my day and I  shared it 
with friends. I liked how it took a humane approach 
to the question, not viewing it through the lens of 
caste or creed. Defining vegetarianism as that which
produces the greatest pleasure with the least pain 
is a nice way to frame the topic.

Mohan P K, email

Sengol significance
That the Sengol, a golden sceptre symbolising mon-
archy, is placed in parliament is significant for the 
BJP, as its ultimate goal is to achieve a ‘One Party, 
One Leader ’ system. It is incongruent in a demo-

cratic republic. A museum is its right place. The Sen-
gol is also a symbol of righteousness in ruling. A 
Pandian king died the moment he realised his mis-
take of having killed an innocent Kovalan. Do we 
have such great personalities in the House?

A G Rajmohan, Anantapur

Probe NTA
Ref:  Opposition stalls par liament to make NEET 
point (Jun 29). It is clear that the National Testing 
Agency has failed miserably in conducting and up-
holding the integrity of the prestigious national 
medical entrance exam. The entire system is mired 
in corruption and the rot runs deep. It is the duty 
and right of the opposition to press for a proper in-
vestigation. The government’s line that the NEET 
discussion should follow protocols is out of sync 
with the gravity of the situation.

Biju C Mathew, Thonnakkal

Keep NEET
The government should not dismantle NEET. Re-
form its terms and conditions so that students can 

appear for the exam without fear and doubt. But do 
not hand over the exam to state governments. As-
pirants will have to face lot of inconvenience. And 
the standard of education will go in the drain.

Jayamani Atta, Chennai

Principal lessons 
Ref: CBI arrests 2 from Jharkhand, says origin of 
leak established (Jun 29). After the NEET-UG paper 
leak, the CBI’s probe of the likely role of a school 
principal and vice-principal along with an infamous 
gang exposes the rot in the education system. It 
underscores the need to impart moral lessons to 
schools principals in the first place.

Palicherlu V Prakash, Mumbai 

Caste aside
With the leaders of two major castes in Karnataka 
commenting on the CM, the caste cauldron seems to 
be on boil again. The country has achieved stupen-
dous progress, but is  unable to unshackle itself 
from the clutches of a deep-rooted caste system.  

R Sriramprasad, email

I did [go to a psychologist] for a while when I was at 
Barcelona, a long time ago. I was very reluctant at 
first. I’m someone who keeps everything bottled up. 
But the truth is, when I went, it did me a lot of good,  
I really liked it, and it helped me.
Lionel Messi, Argentinian footballer, about seeking help during his time playing  
for Barcelona FC (2004–21)

W
ITH the cacophony of  the elec-
tions settled, the Modi-led NDA 
has started its third stint and 
second decade in power. Let me 
take this opportunity to ask for 
some mundane things that seem 
to have been missed in plain 

sight, but would give instant relief  to a 
large section of  common Indians.

Make all government websites more 
secure with an updated security certifi-
cate. As a small website owner, I ensure 
that my site is safe for my visitors even 
when there is no data collection or finan-
cial transactions done. GoI websites are 
responsible for providing first-hand, au-
thentic information; they also collect 
crucial and sensitive data. Many of  the 
websites are prone to easy hacks. It 
seems no one looked into it, else it is 
something that can be fixed in a day.

Stop official communication from 
Gmail or other free service providers. 
Today, most official communication is 
from personal or so-called ‘official 
Gmail’ IDs, including some from army 

officers. This can be dangerous and is 
prone to scams. When I receive such 
emails, I am not sure if  they are authen-
tic. Two, the content is available to a 
third party in another country to be 
scraped and used in any fashion. 

Use technology to make uploads of  
Form 26AS or similar documents on the 
income tax portal instant. The moment 
a company deducts TDS, it should be up-
loaded on the IT portal. So much produc-
tivity is lost in chasing the upload of  this 
data every summer. It is a primary rea-
son that delays the filing of  IT returns. 
Even the biggest banks are guilty of  last-
minute uploads. I understand it is more 
because the authorities allow time, and 
we are a last-minute nation. We thrive in 
the chaos created. At least, put a penalty 
for late uploads or incentivise timely up-
loads so that people have a reason to act 
in time. While on income tax, remove 
double taxation on dividends; it will re-
lieve the small tax payer. 

Customer service calls must be track-
able and accountable. Today, every such 
call takes data from customers with no 
trackability. We do not know who we are 
speaking to; they can disconnect the call 
or put you on hold forever. Make it man-
datory to take complaints on email, so 
that there is traceability. Make it easy 
for the customers to be treated like cus-
tomers and not lemons that are squeezed 
and then forgotten. 

Strengthen the train network for 
short-distance travels and deincentivise 
short-distance flights. This is good for 
the economy, as well as the ecology. 

On a war footing, work on reducing 

the pre- and post-flight times spent at 
airport, including the time spent in trav-
elling to and from the airports. It is good 
to have swanky airports, but if  the buff-
er time on both sides for a 2-hour flight 
is 6-8 hours on average, the flights lose 
their utility. It is also an inconvenience 
for elderly and unwell people to go 
through so many steps at airports. 

Make some simple canteen like food 
mandatory at airports. With so many 
people travelling, you cannot treat air-
ports as luxury-only facilities for the 

elite. When we take pride in the fact that 
those wearing chappals can also fly, we 
must also cater to their basic needs dur-
ing the time spent at airports. 

I would like to see flexible fares go 
away, and fixed fares bringing predicta-
bility for travellers as well as airlines. At 
least put an upper limit to the fares for 
each sector. Stop convenience fees 
charged for work a customer ends up do-
ing, which the airline staff  once did. Do 
not extend this menace to the railways. 

Work on preventive wellness more 
than building hospitals. It may sound 
counter-intuitive for the pharma indus-
try, but I think it is time we call it a well-
ness industry than a disease industry. It 
is time we incentivised preventive medi-
cine and healthy lifestyles, so that fewer 
hospitals are required. 

I see a lot of  focus on the food process-
ing industry, with the argument that it 
will enhance farmer incomes. But can 
we push both the Fit India movement 
and an increased consumption of  proc-
essed food? Can we focus on local pro-
duction and local consumption similar 
to the ‘Vocal for local’ initiative?

As a bibliophile, can we ask for reviv-
ing the state, city, district libraries as 
vibrant public places? We can also fill 
them with books that are relevant, that 
the area’s populace wants in their librar-
ies. We need to bring back the days of  
borrowing libraries and increase read-
ing in the age of  ubiquitous screens.

Make roads walkable. It will help  
reduce traffic and parking woes, espe-
cially in urban areas, if  people can walk 
at least a 1-km radius around their 
homes and offices. 

I want to say ‘reduce corruption’, but 
one must first acknowledge the prob-
lem. It might reduce the lure of  sarkari 
naukri (government employment) and 
push entrepreneurship. 

Finally, as a Bengaluru resident, may 
I throw a challenge that the Namma Met-
ro’s Blue Line be functioning before elec-
tions are back in 2028 and 2029? The pace 
at which the work is happening, it might 
still be a dreamy promise even then.

Some simple things that a�ect  
a large section of citizens need attention.  

They range from making government 
sites more secure and reviving libraries, 

to incentivising short-distance travel  
by train and making airports  

more e�cient

OPINION
ANURADHA GOYAL

Author and founder of IndiTales.com
Follow her on X @anuradhagoyal

A MUNDANE WISHLIST FOR MODI 3.0

A
picture is worth a thousand 
words. A photograph is worth a 
powerful phrase: rigorous rein-
vention. The snapshot in ques-
tion is a mise-en-scene of  political 
theatre: the new Leader of  the 
Opposition (LoP) Rahul Gandhi 

shaking hands with Speaker Om Birla, 
as Prime Minister Narendra Modi and 
Parliamentary Affairs Minister Kiren 
Rijiju stand behind him. Modi and Ra-
hul together had escorted Birla to the 
Speaker’s chair—a convention followed 
since 1950, though there is nothing con-
ventional about either leader.

So, do the tea leaves foretell the re-
turn of  Gandhi? It took over two dec-
ades in politics for Rahul to make it to 
the front bench of  the opposition. The 
Bharat Jodo Yatra tee and chinos were 
gone. Rahul wore a formal, white kurta-
pyjama on Day One of the new Lok Sab-
ha. DNA matters—father Rajiv Gandhi 
and mother Sonia were also LoPs, the 
latter for almost five years during the 
Vajpayee government.

Rahul will have a full entourage and 
Cabinet minister’s rank. He gets a fully-
furnished office in the parliament build-
ing. He will be assisted by a phalanx of  
personal staff  including a private secre-
tary. He will be on numerous statutory 
panels that select the Lok Pal, CBI direc-
tor, vigilance commissioners, informa-
tion commissioners and election com-
missioners. He has the privilege of  
initiating any debate and responding to 
the PM’s speeches. Like his mother did in 
2004, maybe he listened to his inner voice 
by accepting and not rejecting: “It doesn’t 
matter how much wisdom you have. If  
you don’t have a position, you have noth-

ing. That’s the tragedy of  India.”
Once, this entitled dynast treated par-

liament as a bagatelle—over two decades 
of  being an MP, just 99 questions, par-
ticipation in 26 debates, and an attend-
ance record thinner than his own party 
MPs’. Rahul has mostly been AWOL at 
budget sessions since 2014, limiting him-
self  to sudden dramatic Zorro-like ap-
pearances. The Congress failed to KO 
Modi because RaGa’s nominees were in-
effective. This time, the dynasty boy 
must become his party’s buoy in the tur-
bulent waters of  parliamentary debate 
to take on Modi’s guile. Will Rahul, like 
Alaric, become a hero of  his people, or a 
royal wastrel like Bonnie Prince Char-
lie? Rahul’s attitude and aptitude will 
determine his altitude in politics.

The Congress can’t grab power on its 
own. It has not won 
a simple majority 
since 1984, when 
Rajiv won 404 seats. 
After wandering in 
the political desert 
for almost eight 
years, the Con-
gress defeated the 
BJP in 2004. The 
credit goes to So-
nia Gandhi; again 
in 2009, when she 
led her party to 
cross the 200 mark. 
Year 2014 was its 
Waterloo: just 44 
MPs. In 2019, it was 
up a few notches at 52. Modi decisively 
decimated the Congress by targeting the 
Gandhis more than their party.

Rahul must invent a toolkit for the 
next Gandhi era. He needs the skills of  
Arjuna and the wiles of  Shakuni to 
bring the bunch of  ideologically dispa-
rate and ambitious allies to support his 
cause. He has the advantage of  age and 
social acceptability. All INDIA leaders 
are age-wise, socially and economically 
compatible. Akhilesh Yadav, Tejashwi 
Yadav, Supriya Sule, Kanimozhi, Omar 
Abdullah, Abhishek Banerjee, Arvind 
Kejriwal and Aaditya Thackerey are Ra-
hul’s natural allies. DMK and RJD have 
declared Rahul their PM choice. How-
ever, each has their own turf  to protect 

and expand. Rahul’s advantage is that 
the Congress doesn’t have much at stake 
in many states. He can afford to accept 
their dominance and make a tactical re-
treat in the short run. Sonia brought the 
Congress to power in 2004 by reconciling 
with former critic Sharad Pawar and 
giving plum portfolios to UPA allies. 
There is a lesson there. 

Rahul’s major political perturbation 
will be to blunt Modi’s mettle in the Lok 
Sabha. Rahul isn’t a forceful speaker. He 
must master the art of  finding faults in 
Modipolitics, Modinomics and Modiplo-
macy. Modi has run both state and cen-
tral governments like an unchallenged 
monarch. His popularity prevents him 
from diluting his mantra. Since he has to 
pander to the avaricious demands of  al-
lies, he may either succumb or falter. Ra-

hul can grab that 
crucial moment 
and can beat Modi 
only with sub-
stance, not style.

As the LoP, he 
would have to meet 
Modi word for 
word, argument by 
argument, with a 
narrative that tran-
scends rhetoric. He 
will need a main-
frame of  expert re-
searchers and ad-
visors to brief  him 
on economics, poli-
tics, government 

management, defence, foreign relations 
and the environment. He needs spin doc-
tors and oration to teach him how to ef-
fectively deliver counter-narratives. Is 
Rahul’s untested ideology in sync with 
grandfather Nehru’s? Going by his par-
liament questions and public speeches on 
social sectors, it seems he has inherited 
the Fabian socialist gene. The ‘Two Indi-
as’ trope is Rahul’s idea borrowed from 
Nehru. Modi’s strength comprises mes-
merising slogans, big numbers and ver-
tiginous targets. Since both of  them 
would be in a confrontationist mood on a 
daily basis, Rahul must acquire new po-
litical and elocution skills to confront 
Modi on his own ground.  

Every Gandhi built their own new 

Congress. Nehru inherited a party over-
awed by his popular persona and Mahat-
ma Gandhi’s benediction. Indira split 
the Congress and created a Praetorian 
guard wearing dry-cleaned homespun; 
some of  them became chief  ministers 
and Union ministers. She wasn’t eventu-
ally insecure because she was bigger 
than the party. Now Sonia has be-
queathed it to her children.

“Often, as I wandered from meeting to 
meeting, I spoke to my audience of  this 
India of  ours, of  Hindustan and of  Bhar-
ata,” writes Nehru in The Discovery of  
India. The Gandhi family’s discovery of  
India is continuity through tragedy: Ra-
jiv’s premiership was the by-product of  
Sanjay’s death followed by his mother’s. 
As the Bofors scandal escalated, Rajiv 
favourites moved to the BJP, which en-
ticed them with cabinet berths and MP 
seats. Ironically, most of  them were sib-
lings of  Congress leaders, and like Ra-
hul, were to the manor born. With So-
nia’s tactical retreat, Rahul must keep 
the Congress together and turn it into a 
battle-ready army. Unlike the BJP, whose 
mid-level state leadership is still learn-
ing the ropes, many Congress leaders 
are young or just middle-aged, while a 
few are only in their early sixties. A com-
bo of  Sachin Pilot, Revanth Reddy, D K 
Shivakumar, Gaurav Gogoi, Nana Pa-
tole, Deepender Hooda, Shashi Tharoor, 
Bhupesh Baghel et al can individually 
and collectively deliver electoral success 
in their regions.

In January 2013, Rahul told reporters 
in Jaipur: “[The Congress] is a funny 
party. It is the largest political organisa-
tion in the world, but perhaps does not 
have a single rule or regulation. We cre-
ate new rules every two minutes and 
then dump them. Nobody knows the 
rules in the party.” There is only one 
rule Rahul must follow: channel the lost 
Gandhi magic. He is just a step away 
from becoming the next prime minister. 
His transformation from Pappu to LoP 
became credible because of  his two yat-
ras. Gandhi 5.0 must remember that his 
cannot be a Congress of  the Gandhis, by 
the Gandhis, for the Gandhis anymore. 
It has survived so far. But if  the Con-
gress has to thrive as well, it must be-
come a Congress of  the people. 

POWER & POLITICS
PRABHU CHAWLA
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Follow him on X @PrabhuChawla

THE RISE, FALL AND RISE OF RAGA

PTI

T
HEY say age is just a number. Not if  you are in politics. 
This April, at a conference in Washington, Gordon Brown, 
the former chancellor and prime minister of  the UK now 
in his early seventies, introduced himself  as someone too 
old for European politics and too young to be an American 

politician. The point made only half  in jest triggered some 
laughs and the hiss of  resigned sighs.

On Thursday, the sighs of  dismay were amplified as they reso-
nated across the United States and the world as folks watched 
an 81-year-old in a face-off  with a 78-year-old in the first presi-
dential debate. The Thursday hustle between Joseph Robinette 
Biden and Donald J Trump was a validation of  the worst fears—
America’s future and that of  the world order was now hostage 
to oneupmanship in the race of  geriatrics.

The 90-minute spectacle of  rant and ramble was scarcely a 
debate and hardly presidential. Juvenile jibes chased coarse 
charges of  the unverifiable variety. Try this for flavour. At one 
point Trump chided Biden, “Let’s not act like children”; Biden 

retorted, “You are a child”. As Biden 
stuttered and stumbled over words 
and thoughts, Trump paraded per-
sonal victimhood with superlative 
self-certification.

Fact-checkers had a field day—ap-
parently, Trump had 30 lies while 
Biden had nine. Each called the oth-
er the worst president. Trump coined 
a new epithet as he called Biden a 
“bad Palestinian”. Biden paid in 
kind, saying Trump had the morals 
of  an “alley cat”. Issues worrying 
folks, ranging from inflation and im-
migration to abortion, from tariffs to 
taxes, got cluster-bombed by puerile 

name-calling. Trump was coherent in marketing his claims and 
lies, while Biden was incoherent in presenting his facts.

Post the debate, the spin doctors went into overdrive. Trump 
Republicans rushed to declare victory since the ex-president 
didn’t go rogue. Biden found comfort in orchestrated applause 
at an event where the banners said, “Let’s go, Joe.” Kamala Har-
ris stepped in to argue the contest was about 40 months, and not 
90 minutes. The calls asking Biden to step down have been coun-
tered—for now—by Barack Obama, but the angst is real.

It was verily an exposition of  the state of  American politics 
reflected in candidature. Trump faces multiple cases, has been 
impeached and was recently convicted in a felony case. Biden 
carries the legacy of  u-turns and must bear the burden of  his 
son Hunter Biden’s actions and recent conviction. It is true that 
both Trump and Biden are being chosen by the process. It is 
equally true that this is a rematch people do not want—an ABC 
poll shows 59 percent of  voters believe both Biden and Trump 
are too old, and a Pew report states nearly half  the voters would 
like the candidates on the ballot changed.

Yet, people in the world’s oldest democracy must suffer a no-
choice race. The fact that neither candidate moved the needle 
on undecided voters underlines the pathos. In one of  his last 
interviews, Henry Kissinger worried about the state of  Ameri-
can politics and the extreme theory of  ‘America first’. The 
choice of  contestants is worrying allies in Europe and Asia. 
Biden’s brand of  protectionism, the stalling of  Nippon Steel’s 
takeover of  US Steel and Trump’s threat to impose tariffs on all 
imports are manifestations.

History is witness to the split-screen American hypocrisy in 
the wars in Gaza and Ukraine, and in the rushed abandonment 
of  Afghanistan. In February 2021, Biden declared, “America is 
back”—but US influence is waning. In 2022, Russia invaded 
Ukraine, an Israeli prime minister has ignored and defied a US 
president and leaders in West Asia shied away from meeting 
Biden in Jordan. The ‘what if ’ question about China’s move on 
Taiwan is blowing in the wind.

The US has conveniently switched from its evangelism of  the
power of  example, quoted by Biden in his November 2020 accept-
ance speech, to practise the example of  power. Whether it is 
through tariffs or treaties, allies in the western hemisphere are 
crafting policies to Trump-proof  their economies and geopoli-
tics. Elsewhere, those wedded to the idea of  strategic autono-
my—for instance, India and some other emerging economies—
would no doubt seek to double down on maintaining neutrality.

Soon after the debate, a news anchor asked in dismay, “How 
did we get here?” The question morphs into viral memes on the 
other side of  the world. Minutes after the debate, X owner Elon 
Musk tweeted, “Tonight was a clear victory … for memes.” One 
of  the memes had Vladimir Putin, Xi Jinping and Kim Jong Un 
laughing on a conference call. In the real world, Dmitry Peskov, 
Putin’s spokesman in the Kremlin, mocked with a cryptic line, 
“Putin didn’t set his alarm to watch the debate.” Farther east, 
the Chinese media found “the debate was very entertaining”.

There is no question the rules-based world order is unravel-
ling. China and Russia, collaborators in the propagation of  a 
competing new world order, were front and centre in the ques-
tions on geopolitics. Did candidates Trump and Biden debate and 
deliver answers on geopolitics, on the usage of  disruptive tech-
nology, on the climate crisis? The answer is a deafening NO.

Neither the choice of  candidates nor the debate served as a 
beacon of  inspiration for the concept of  democracy. The ques-
tion American people and politicians must ponder over is if  
this is the best the United States of  America can present for 
what they proudly define as ‘leader of  the free world’!

TRUMP-BIDEN 
GERONTOCRACY AND 
THE WORLD ORDER

THE THIRD EYE
SHANKKAR AIYAR
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Whether indulging in
gourmet cuisine for
your pets, celebrating
their birthdays,
pampering them

with grooming sessions or
participating in fun activities, there’s
something to enrich every
experience during a vacation with
furry members. There are a range of
pet-friendly hotels and resorts that
are more than happy to welcome you
and your loyal companion. 
From luxury resorts to cozy retreats,
these properties ensure complete
comfort and are a haven both for you
and your four-legged buddy.

COMFORT MEETS LUXURY AT
PRESIDENT, MUMBAI - IHCL
SELEQIONS

Looking to celebrate your pet’s
birthday? Go for a Pawcation at
President, Mumbai - IHCL

SeleQions.
“We have curated a well thought out
pet-friendly vacation concept known
as Pawcations,” says Afzal Khan,
General Manager. “We understand
that pets are cherished members of
the family, and we strive to create a
comfortable and enriching
environment for them during their
stay. Hence we provide pet-friendly
amenities like plush pet beds and
bedding, engaging toys, and a
gourmet pet menu crafted by our
culinary experts.”
Embracing a pet-friendly policy, the
hotel team makes sure the guests’
comfort is enhanced by offering the
services of on-call pet caretakers, as
per specific requirements. Moreover,
if there is any health related issue,
there is a specialist veterinarian on
call. Not to forget pet grooming
services with prior appointments,
exclusive pet toiletries, and
designated pet-friendly zones. 
“We not only organize elaborate
party with delightful high tea and
fun outdoor activities for furry
birthday boys and girls but also
make sure the service is professional
with warmth and care. Our team
undergoes regular comprehensive
training programs to understand
animal behavior, hygiene protocols,
and proper handling procedures. We
also invite external pet trainers and
behaviorists to train our staff
regularly, ensuring they are well-
equipped to interact with pets and
provide top-notch service. Hence, we
take great pride in being a pet-
friendly destination,” concludes
Khan with a smile. 

PAMPERING PETS AT ‘OUR
NATIVE VILLAGE ECO RESORT’,
BENGALURU

At ‘Our Native Village Eco
Resort,’ nestled in the serene
village of Hesaraghatta, guests

can indulge in a memorable vacay
with the joy of bonding with their
beloved pets amidst nature’s
embrace.
“Whether exploring our sprawling

grounds or immersing yourself in
our cultural experiences, every
moment promises a harmonious
blend of luxury, responsible tourism
and eco-conscious living, adhering
to our pet-friendly policy,” tells
Antharaj A, The Operations
Manager. 
He adds, “We get repeat guests who
have enjoyed their staycation in
seamless harmony with their furry
companions. As a proud pet-friendly
establishment, the retreat provides
essential amenities, including a
variety of dog foods, water bowls,
leashes, floor mats, and cozy
blankets. The sprawling grounds
offer ample space for pets to roam
freely amidst lush lawns and village
paths, perfect for leisurely strolls and
bonding moments.”
Designed with meticulous care, the
dedicated pet bathing area combines
comfort with rustic charm, ensuring
a refreshing bath experience for
furry companions. Specially
prepared food ensures pets receive
nutritious meals, supporting the
commitment to sustainability by
minimizing environmental impact.
“Complete with all necessary
amenities, the resort’s natural charm

reflects our dedication to pampering
pets just as we do for our human
guests. While the guests rediscover
childhood joys playing village games
like gilli danda and kite flying, their
pets act as best cheerleaders!”
Antharaj says with a smile. 

DISCOVER PET-FRIENDLY
RETREAT AT MYSA ZINC
JOURNEY BY THE FERN

Pet parents looking to take a
break and hit the road with
their fur babies, look no further

than MYSA Zinc Journey by The
Fern, a premier resort located in
Nani Devati, Gujarat. Renowned for
its serene ambiance and top-notch
amenities, this resort stands out as a
haven for pet lovers, offering an
exceptional blend of comfort, luxury,
and pet-friendly hospitality.
Naveen Vaishnav, Squad Champion
at the Resort says, “Committed to
pampering four legged guests, at
MYSA Zinc Journey by The Fern,
pets are warmly welcomed and
cherished. Furthermore, the property
offers a range of facilities, making
this resort the ideal choice for
travellers with pets. The resort offers
24 elegantly designed rooms and
villas, each providing ample space
for you and your pets to relax.”
Spread across 9 acres within the

scenic Glade One Golf Resort, the
resort features beautifully landscaped
gardens and open spaces perfect for
the four legged to explore and enjoy.
For a leisurely stroll or a brisk walk,
the serene pathways and green
expanses offer a perfect retreat for
pets and their owners.

“At the resort we offer dedicated
services and facilities that include
comfortable bedding and special
dietary options for your furry
friends. Our chefs cook as per pets’
liking and specifications, we don’t
have printed menus as we believe in
curating for them. While your pets
enjoy the outdoors, you can indulge
in a variety of resort activities. From
the challenging 9-hole Gary Player-
designed golf course to rejuvenating
spa treatments and a sparkling
swimming pool, here is the unique
blend of luxury and pet-friendly
hospitality. Located just a short drive
from Ahmedabad, this resort
provides a tranquil retreat where you
and your pets can relax and
rejuvenate,” adds Vaishnav.

BONDING IN A NURTURING
ENVIRONMENT 

Nestled amidst the serene
landscapes of Taj Fort Aguada
Resort & Spa, Taj Holiday

Village Resort & Spa and The Yellow
House, lies a haven not just for
humans but also for their beloved
furry companions. Embracing the
bond between pets and their owners,
we proudly declare ourselves a pet-
friendly resort, where wagging tails
and happy barks are as much a part
of the atmosphere as the rustling of
leaves and gentle lapping of waves.
“As the pet’s comfort is paramount,
we provide cozy & comfortable
beddings to ensure their good night’s
sleep. Offering a range of soothing
amenities such as gentle shampoo,
conditioner, and nourishing paw and
nose butter - these products are
carefully chosen to keep your pet
looking and feeling their best
throughout their stay. Beyond
physical comfort, we cultivate a
nurturing environment where every
aspect of your pet’s experience is
thoughtfully considered. Our
dedicated staff is trained to provide
attentive care and ensure that all pets
receive personalized attention and
affection, says Sanchita Banerjee
Rodrigues, MarCom for North Goa
Resorts.
Fitness is of utmost importance.
Whether it’s a leisurely morning walk
or an evening romp under the setting
sun, the scenic surroundings provide
the perfect backdrop for the pets to
stay active and happy.
“Understanding that pets thrive
when they can engage in physical
activities, we offer a variety of
opportunities for them to stay active
and happy amidst our scenic

surroundings. Whether it’s a leisurely
morning walk along our lush trails
or an energetic romp during the
enchanting sunset hours, every
moment outdoors is tailored to keep
pets healthy and stimulated.
Providing designated areas where
they can engage in interactive play
and socialize with other furry
companions under the watchful eye
of our attentive staff. These
supervised activities not only keep
pets physically fit but also mentally
stimulated, ensuring a well-rounded
experience during their stay.”
When it comes to pets’ dining, Chef
Nishant Diwakar Executive Sous
Chef of Taj Fort Aguada being a pet
parent himself takes keen interest in
designing and planning of the pet
menus of Taj North Goa Resorts. He
firmly believes as important a
balanced diet is to us humans, our
furry friends require the same
amount of attention. We provide
specially curated menu for them to
get the perfect amount of nutrient &
a tasty treat. From dishes made with
bacon & chicken bones to drool over
to waffles made of yoghurt, banana
& pumpkin. The team goes beyond
basic sustenance to provide culinary
experiences that enhance their stay
and contribute to their overall
enjoyment.

A PERFECT GETAWAY WITH
PETS!
At Bengaluru Marriott Hotel
Whitefield, there are special pet
fiestas and brunches that create
memorable moments for pets and
owners alike. For long-staying guests,
there is a unique touch of
companionship-a small fish in a pot
to keep them company. “At our hotel,
we pride ourselves on providing an
immersive experience with cozy
beds, engaging toys, and
meticulously sanitized play areas,
creating a haven for our four-legged
guests,” tells Anjali Naik, Director of
Sales and Marketing.
She adds, “Pets have access to our
dining outlets and lush lawns, where
they can relax and play freely. Our
exclusive pet menu offers health-
centric, salt-free options for their
dining pleasure. Our commitment to
creating a pet-friendly environment
goes beyond mere accommodation,
offering a truly immersive and
delightful experience for both you
and your beloved companion.”

—Sharmila Chand is an author and
independent journalist who writes on

Travel, Food and Lifestyle
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The
(“Dreamcatcher”)
is the story of
Loveena, the
protagonist of the

book who is a sensitive soul.
It beautifully narrates the
journey through her trials
and tribulations, her
realisations, her pains and
her metamorphosis and an
ultimate ‘coming of age’
which leaves her in a state of
expanded awareness of self
as well as her surroundings
and people there in.
Author Monika has
orchestrated her sound
knowledge of literature,
language and the subject &
object to bring on paper the
story of a child Loveena, till
she finds solace passing
through life’s labyrinth,
unfortunately all nurtured in
close walls of her family. 
The just published book
revolves around Loveena’s
mother Neena who attained
motherhood through
Loveena after a long wait of
ten years. Neena’s intensity

thus shifted to being extra
protective about her
daughter from the
negativities of the world. 
Having brought up in a
rather affluent and rich
family, she desires nothing
less for her daughter. And
even though Loveena had
both her parents-Neena and
her father Dev, it was her
mother and mother’s stories
which were to carve her life
and make her the person
that she would become. And
the story’s trajectory thus
turns to Loveena’s mother
Neena’s life.
Neena’s husband Dev was a
victim of his own sense of
helplessness for his lack of
understanding the business
of Neena’s father and
inability to take it up for
posterity, even though he
was the sole son-in-law the
family had. 
His job as an assistant
professor of history in the
university projected him as
most suitable boy for Neena,
when a friend of Neena’s

father told him about Dev
and his docile nature. Quite
obviously Neena’s father
believed it to be the
significant trait suitable for
her pampered daughter.
As Neena entered Dev’s life
and his house after her
wedding, it was bustling
with Dev’s family. Neena
was immediately
overwhelmed by the sheer
number

of people and was unable to
adjust to this new
environment which was
totally unlike her solitary
and exclusive upbringing in
an affluent household. 
Sensing Neena’s hesitation
and reservations, Dev’s
family too accepted her into
their family but without
completely absorbing her
into their lives. So, even
though

Neena was married into
Dev’s family she could never
truly become a part of it.
Dev’s detachment or lack of
desire to correct this
situation further acerbated
the relationships. Troubled
relations with in-laws, Dev’s
indifference clubbed with an
anguishing wait of ten years
to attain motherhood
further fed Neena’s sense of
mistrust and suspicions and
her belief that the world was
a dangerously bad place. 
Loveena who was born as a
happy child with a calm,
pleasing, innocent
disposition was always eager
to embrace everybody, never
earned approval for her
behaviour from her mother.
Neena always dismissed
these traits as incompatible
with the ways of world.
Thus, growing up, Loveena’s
world protected by her
mother, remained confined
within the four walls of the
palatial house with the
house help Babli as a
constant companion who

too gets married leaving
behind a void in Loveena’s
life.
Finally, Loveena finds her
suitor in Sanand and her
engagement to him was
greeted as the most welcome
news by everyone later on
which did not worked due to
triggers of Neena’s fears. For
Loveena this incident proved
to be the one which
augmented her belief in
Neena’s words that world is a
bad place. 
Her father Dev too gone
followed by passing of
Neena. Loveena finally
married, not to start a family
but only to drown the
haunting hollowness of her
soul into joys and laughter.
Vikram was a colleague of
Loveena and the only thing
she knew about him was
that he was a divorcee with
two grown up kids. Soon
this too developed a marital
conflict. 
Unable to handle this
situation any longer Loveena
decides that she needs to get

respite from her choppy life
that and decides to leave the
house and Vikram.
She goes looking for solitude
in a place away from the
chaos of the city, away from
the prodding eyes of the
society.
Her life’s journey takes a
new turn as she arrives at
Pathankot where she
embarks upon a spiritualistic
journey. Armed with the
strength of her soul and her
renewed faith in life and self
and the world in general,
Loveena finally finds herself
ready to go back to place
from where she herself had
once run away from all her
life challenges a long time
back. Her tumultuous
relationship with Vikram’s
place was when she had
shunned everything to cross
over into next phase of her
life. She was now ready to go
meet Vikram as a new
person. But this time she
isn’t running away. This time
she is running towards
meeting life head-on.

How many of us have had to
be admonished for things
not being aligned? The
books in our book case in
the days when books were

bought and read? The clothes in our
cupboard? The shoes in the closet? How
many of us were ticked off at school
perhaps for the tie being askew or the
pair of socks not  climbing up at the
same place on each leg? Or the writing
in our notebooks being asymmetrical?
For the better part of my childhood and
those of my friends, there was a
constant, relentless push and shove
towards alignment and well, we
certainly rebelled at it as young people!
A part of me still does and thus when I
chance upon a poppy flower for
example, in a neat bed of
chrysanthemums in the college gardens,
I cannot deny that my heart lights up
with joy at this break in the order of
things! 
So when I was invited to read and speak
on this utterly delightful collection of
poems called ‘Alignment’ by Neerada
Suresh, I cannot deny that my interest
was instantly piqued by the title and I
immediately read the title poem. Rohan
Kaul’s home and his partner, Promilla
simply came alive by the word picture
painted by Neerada Suresh in her rib
tickling comparisons between the state
of the house in the absence and
presence of Rohan. There is a certain
glee in the air when Rohan is away as
things lie unaligned and unfettered; the
same things, to quote,
But when Rohan Kaul is in,
Newspapers stand stacked,
Compressed, breathing in.
Shoes align themselves
Awed, open mouthed.
Paintings, curtains, Cushions, sofas
All tell a tamed tale.
The fact is that while alignment is not
only, politically speaking an important
credo that nations strive for and while it
may have its merits, alignment can often
come at great cost. It may be the cost of
freedom, it may be about being ‘tamed’
as Neerada put it; it may leave us in
gaping fear and thus ‘open mouthed’.
The hope perhaps lies in Promilla who,
as the poem ends with
defies 
A certain kind of alignment.
Don’t let the light and bubbling
language deceive you, this poem has far
greater implications if we read it closely
and it is this deceptive mirth that the

poem has which makes the poem, like
many others by her, such a joy to read. 
Neerada is a grounded soul. Her poems
reflect that and she makes poetry out of
the ordinary quirky eccentricities and
foibles that fill all of our lives. A poem
that really clicked with me is Of Lists. It
has that elegant humour that seems to
be a characteristic trait of Neerada’s, the
wonderful ability to laugh at one’s self. It
begins with the declaration
I am one
For lists.
And then, with great good humour she
narrates how fishing out her list from
her bag full of things makes the list
redundant as she involuntarily lists from
memory and then she swears,
Under my breath
Now to list down
A set of instructions
How not to forget
Getting across 
The list you make.
I cannot recall the uncountable times
that I have had to strip my entire bag to
find a list and then found it much later.
It is such a relatable experience and that
is what endears the reader to Neerada’s
poetry, the sheer relatability of the
experiences. 
Life and the times as we live them are
the focus of Neerada’s poetry. We talk
for example about how communication
between people now is held ransom by
the cell phone. Neerada converts our
trite conversations into a poem which
she entitles, The New Normal.
New normal is
Sitting side by side
On a sofa
With no eye contact
Chatting of this and that
These are the first few lines and the
poem ends with the sad fact that the
new normal is:
And at all times
Not facing each other
But thumb twitching
On the mobile through
Inane vicarious clips
Of far and near ones
And total strangers
Never once glancing
Directly or even sideways
Smiling at each other.
Modes of communication or rather the
language of communication comes up
again in another poem called Version
3.0 where the poet talks about her
journey from the deep south up north
‘travelling light with nothing/more than

a bilingual tongue’. Subtlely yet strongly
commenting upon the Rashtrabhasha
issue, she says,
At the workplace, monolingual, mute
Biding time mastering a language
National though notional,
Opening floodgates of ecstasy mouthing
My own tongue, my mother tongue,
At regional gatherings.
This is such  striking comment upon the
way in which so much in our
relationships with people , so much of
our identity, so many of our needs, are
determined by the fluency with which
we speak different languages. But are we
accepted because we speak the required
language or do we remain strangers
divided by our regional differences, not
explicitly stated but always there? Do
we, in turn, become one with the region
of our profession or adoption or do we
still dream of lands we associate most
with the tongue that comes easiest and
naturally to us, our mother tongue?
These are questions to think about.
Neerada makes you think.

She makes you laugh and cry as well,
sometimes together. One such poem is
When my brother fell sick in which the
poet describes her brother who was
bedridden after a botched up eye
surgery. She writes about his courage,
He still smiles as always.
Not once did he 
Lament this plight, foul mouth
The surgeon or contemplate
Suing. Resigned at once
To a possible, partial vision
In his bad eye, pacified
His wife, my raging sisier in law.
His expressive eyes 
Now inscrutable
Behind the dark glasses.
But his smile had the same texture and
tinge
Of the smile he sported
When Mother died
And he lingered by her one last time.
The poem is such a beautiful reminder
that warriors are not found only on the
battlefield; there are many who soldier
on heroically confronted by the
vicissitudes of life. The brother you read
about will surely capture your heart and
become your hero.
One of the characteristics of Neerada’s
poems in ‘Alignment’ is that there is a
lot said through implication which is
sometimes sensuous and can get your
heart beating a bit faster. For example,
in the poem Delete, the poet writes
about
Your unsolicited 
Picture on FB
And she goes on to say,
The familiar contours 
Of your face
Traced out a trillion times
Through summer and winter
Stood out embossed 
On my finger tips.
The best option now
For the photo shopped version,
Press delete
To wipe out that sting
Of dormant memories
Off my fingertips.
This is a brilliant use of synesthetic
imagery and one can literally feel the
tingling in the tips of one’s fingers.
A poem that ends with a delightful twist
is Chrysnathemums where the unnamed
‘he’ always came when the
chrysanthemums bloomed and he
always asked if they were dahlias or
marigolds, and the poet says
Too polite to correct
She’d smile- a wide smile

Her lashes lowered and
The chyrsanthemums paled
Into insignificance.
The evening
Stretched to its elastic limits
Catapulted into night.
What she didn’t know was
That he had always known
They were chrysanthemums.
There is the sweetness of romance in
these lines that is unmistakable and so
appealing ; one can almost imagine the
whole scene played out in one’s head.
Tea 1 carries the same fragrance of
romance very delicately framed, implied
through such lines as 
While I made tea
On a rusty stove
He stood watching
Leaning by the door
Aand then said,
I like the cut of your dress
As though it were a cue
To turn the stive on to sim
And let the simmering within
Come to a boil.
Coming back to the pictorial quality of
the poems, a reason why many of the
poems in fact can be almost
dramatically played out in the
imagination is the kind of detailing that
Neerada works into her poems. Take the
poem Of Haystacks. This entire poem is
literally painted with an eye for the
minutest of details and it reads
The cotton tree stood
In its slender trunk
With its bursting pods
Of parachuting blobs
As the turbaned, earth hued
Cart man, cushioned
On bales and bales
Of golden yellow straw
Came swaying, swinging
Whistling to the orchestra of
The hoof clicking clap dance
Of the ambling bullocks.
Colour, sound, movement all seemed
fused almost like a motion picture being
played out on the printed page. And of
course the symbolism, the
personification is discernible, as is the
use of alliteration in the swaying
swinging, cart cushioned, clicking clap.
This lends a wonderful rhythmic
motion to the scene and has been really
cleverly used.
Again, in The Breadfruit Tree, the poet
describes the tree,
We didn’t make much
Of the breadfruit tree
That stood sentry like

By the boundary wall
Spilling its bickering spread
Over the neighbour’s roof
Dropping yellow leaves
Plopping crow eaten messy fruits
Like I said, the tree, pretty much like the
haystacks in the previous poem, comes
to life in the mind’s eye.
If brevity is the soul of wit, Neerada
really aces it in her short poems, two of
which are Absence and Sorrows.
Absence,
Distance
Were surefire 
Terminators
Of whatever was
Between us
I thought,
But they
Like rings in trees
Add girth, depth
Linking the past
With the present,
Casting shadows
Of decay
Into the future
Direct and simple, the simile  is so apt
and new- the rings on the trees and the
passage of time . It’s important to note
that Neerada is as much a Nature poet
as she is a people’s poet. In Sorrows she
says,
Sorrows 
Like a newborn
Arranged itself
In my arms
Purring in content
As if to say
Never let me go
For the reward
Of great truths
To be reaped
And revealed
In the future.
Those who carry their sorrows with
them will feel that the poem is made for
them. But that’s the magic of Neerada’s
pen, she will make her readers feel that
the people, places, thoughts and
experiences are theirs that she writes
about.
Read her, you will feel at home.

— Swati Pal, Professor and Principal,
Janki Devi Memorial College, University

of Delhi, has been a Charles Wallace;
John McGrath Theatre Studies and

Fulbright Nehru fellowship, scholar. She
has published on theatre, creative and

academic writing, education and
translates from Hindi to English. In

Absentia is a collection of her poems
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Most people familiar with
the trademark Chinese
cuisine of Kolkata would
know about Tangra. An
erstwhile tannery on the

eastern outskirts of then British
Calcutta, soon to become famous as
the city’s Chinatown, this tiny colony
was populated by Hakka origin
Chinese folk who came to India to
work in the tanneries, their craft and
art soon to become synonymous with
the finest leather accessories in the
subcontinent. The womenfolk worked
home kitchens to supplement meager
household incomes. Today, the
tanneries are all gone but Tangra has
left its signature on a cuisine now
globally known as Hakka Chinese.
Recently, I had the fortune to relive
some childhood memories of
anniversaries and birthdays most often
spent at some restaurant or the other in
Tangra, wolfing down Golden Fried
Prawns, Chicken dimsums, Hakka
noodles, prawns sauted in garlic and
red chillies, the list goes on. The
Westin Gurgaon, New Delhi, hosted a

nine day culinary pop up aptly called
Tales of Tangra which promised an
“explosion of flavours” from Kolkata’s
Chinatown. The event featured a
specially curated menu by Guest Chef
Ho Chi Ming from The Westin Pune
Koregaon Park. 
By sheer geography, one can easily
identify the unique Kolkata-Chinese
culinary bond, the two regions in such
close physical proximity, underlining
the very special nature of the food not
be found anywhere else in the world
despite Tangra’s journey as an Oriental
cuisine beyond the frontiers of Bengal. 
The menu at Westin was indeed
meticulously planned by the Chef to
capture the essence of this legendary
fusion cuisine, tracing its roots back to
an era long ago when Chinese
immigrants in then Calcutta, blending
their traditions with Indian culture to
script and create
Chinatown’s
culinary

prowess. 
Unfortunately,
none of that history
now remains,
except in the hands
of home and
professional chefs, who
still keep the history of
Chinatown resonating with
contemporary approaches, and of
course, special twists given to recipes
long lost.
While Chef Ho did put up a great show
with his Scallion Crepes, Homestyle
Taro Cakes, Kari Fish Dumplings,
Sweet and Sour Prawns, Four Season
Green Beans, Crispy Chilli Garlic
Potatoes, Tangra style authentic Hakka
noodles, the menu had a huge
vegetarian accent. With the world
turning to vegetarianism each passing
day, this is only understandable. But
one fervently hopes that Hakka

Chinese seafood will always
have its patrons

surviving in some
corner or the other in
the world. 

Chef Ho’s passion for
Asian cuisine was

apparent in the
innovations he brought to

each dish. His approach,
affability and commitment to

authenticity were truly welcome.
Chef Amit Dash, Multi Property

Executive Chef for The Westin
Gurgaon, New Delhi said, “We are

excited to host
Chef Ho Chi

Ming and present
Tales of Tangra to our

patrons. This pop-up is a
tribute to the rich cultural tapestry and
culinary excellence of Tangra and a
testament to our commitment to
continue offering our guests diverse
and exceptional dining experiences.”
The soups ranged from Manchow,
Assorted Vegetables, Ginger, Cilantro
Broth, Hot and Sour soup, non
vegetarian bits like prawns and
chickens were only add-ons. Personally,
I feel a soup or broth must stew in its
original juices and not be relegated to
add-ons for a vegetable broth. It makes
a critical culinary difference in terms of
taste, texture and aromas. 
All in all, it felt good to taste a bit of
Tangra far away from its original
shores of Kolkata right in the heart of
Delhi. Long live Tangra’s signature
Hakka cuisine.

Irecently visited The China
Kitchen at Hyatt Regency
New Delhi, renowned for its
exquisite Peking Duck, which
I consider among the best in

the National Capital Region. Some
might argue that Hakkasan in
Mumbai outshines it, but my
personal experiences at Hakkasan
in Abu Dhabi and a pop-up at
Shangri-La Delhi didn’t include
the duck, so I can’t compare.
Nonetheless, my recent dining
experience at The China Kitchen,
despite the superb duck, left me
dissatisfied, primarily due to
subpar service.
The evening began on a sour note
with a lackluster welcome. We
received no warm greetings or
guidance to our table, and no one
offered us menus or water, despite
the sweltering Delhi summer. The
absence of hospitality was in stark
contrast to the standards one
expects at a 5-star property.
When we ordered our first dish, a
gomai salad, I specifically
requested extra sesame dressing on
the side, a preference I had made
clear to the server. However, the
salad arrived without the extra
dressing and was neither cold nor
flavorful, lacking the acidity and
vibrant tastes I anticipated. The
China Kitchen could learn a thing
or two from China Garden, which
excels at this dish in the city.
Fortunately, the other dishes like
chicken shao mai dumplings,
edamame dim sum, and honey
chilli lotus roots were much better.
Yet, the service remained
mechanical and impersonal. There
were no smiles, no proactive plate
changes, and no clearing of the

table. Even the chef who came to
carve the duck remained silent,
possibly due to a language barrier,
but a smile would have gone a long
way. The hostess who prepared the
pancake rolls also wore a stony
expression while she stood near
our table for some time preparing
the pancakes.
Despite enjoying most of our meal,
we quickly finished and left,
paying over Rs18,000 (including a
10% service charge) without any
drinks. I contemplated asking for
the service charge to be waived but
refrained, considering how
dependent the staff might be on
these tips.
I was particularly disappointed
when my request for duck salt and
pepper was denied because we had
ordered only half a duck, a
decision that seemed unnecessarily
rigid. A little more flexibility and
hospitality could have made all the
difference, especially when very
few order it. Attentive and friendly

service could have transformed
our dining experience. Even
though the food was largely
enjoyable, the lack of warmth and
attention overshadowed it.
Similar was our experience just a
day prior at Pullman hotel where a
friend hosted his daughter’s

birthday party at their all-day
dining restaurant Pluck. Orders
were mixed up, a sparkling wine
cork flew in the air missing the
patrons without any apology from
the server, prawns vanished from
the buffet spread, and orders either
took a lot of time or were

completely missed.
Something has happened to that
smiley and polite star hotel service,
especially after COVID. Fresh
batches are seeing fewer takers,
most experienced staff have either
left the industry or are moving
abroad for better wages and work

conditions. What remains is the
new service levels. Either we will
get used to it or start paying them
the wages they truly deserve to
retain deserving candidates.

— Author is a food critic and founder of
the Big F Awards. He can be reached at

Pawan.Soni@indianfoodfreak.com
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